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abstract
THE REL PROGRAM: THE EVOLUTION OF A
HUMANISTIC
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM
This dissertation documents the evolution of a
training program

designed to develop a new kind of educational leader,
defined as a hu-

manistic educational leader.

This humanistic educational leader is one

who is capable of helping to change the basic values of our
society-from exploitation to conservation, from competition to cooperation, from

alienation to affiliation, from pursuit of personal corporate interests
to public interests.

This is in contrast to the manipulative power

model of leadership which characterizes so many of our leaders today.

The case study describes the experiences of the participants in the
REL (Resources in Educational Leadership) program.

This program was de-

veloped by students at the University of Massachusetts School of Education under a Ford Foundation Grant to design a new curriculum for

training educational leaders.

In addition to the case study, data col-

lected from an interview schedule given to REL members is presented.

This data was analyzed by using the assumptions, characteristics and

program elements (from the original REL program document) as an overlay
on the actual experiences of the REL group.

This analysis was then

used to evaluate the REL program in terms of its applicability as a
model for training humanistic educational leaders.
The evaluation of the REL program clearly indicated the program’s

applicability for training humanistic educational leaders.

It was con-

cluded that the fundamental concept behind training humanistic educa-

Ill

tional leaders is the creation of a humanistic training
environment.

The environment would foster humanistic values (i.e., trust,
openness,

collaboration and congruence).

The difficulties in implementing this

philosophy within present university structures were discussed and
recommendations were made for a student program which could be used
concomitant with required curriculum.
Lynne Y. McCoy
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
August, 1972
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem

It is perhaps all too evident that man’s inhumanity to
man is

reaching a point where it is both intolerable and uncontrollable.

War,

violence in the streets and the political credibility gap are only the

highly visible signs of what is happening at every level of our soOur inability to control or reverse this trend is, to an ex-

ciety.

tent, indicative of our nation’s failure to produce the caliber of

leader to meet the challenges of our rapidly changing society.

What is

needed is a change in basic values--from exploitation to conservation,
from competition to cooperation, from alienation to affiliation, from

pursuit of personal/corporate interests to public interests.

In order

to accomplish this, we must develop leaders who have a sense of their

own humanity and morality and the conviction to translate these into

”...our society must come to recognize that one of the great

action.

functions of leaders is to help a society to achieve the best that is
in it (Gardner,

1961, p.

126).”

One of the reasons for our inability to produce capable leaders
is that our leadership models are still based on concepts of power in

hierarchical organizational structures (military, industrial or educational)

.

This lack of alternative models has produced a form of tunnel

vision which continues to perpetuate and "improve” the vestigial

organization we call administration.

"Modern administration isolates

.

2

the individuals

.and by standardizing and coordinating them recon-

structs a social machine

(Goodman, 1964, p. 227)

This machine

that Paul Goodman refers to has kept us from being able to respond to
the many pressing needs of our society.

Education is in many ways a microcosm of the society, and it is in
the education "machine" that we see so clearly the need for new leadership.

Administrators have demonstrated neither the ability nor the

foresight to provide for the massive changes needed to equip schools to

help students begin to deal with the destruction of our total environment.

Alvin Toffler warns us of the futility of dealing with

tomorrow's world with yesterday's tools.
The present administrative structures of education,
based on industrial bureaucracy, will simply not
be able to cope with the complexities and rate of
change inherent in the system. .they will be forced
to move toward ad-hocratic forms of organizations
merely to retain some semblance of control
.

(Toffler,

1970, p. 408)

It is from Warren Bennis that we begin to get a clearer picture of

what is needed in a leader capable of dealing humanly with people in a

"temporary society."
This new concept of leadership embraces four important competencies:
(1) knowledge of large,
complex human systems, (2) practical theories...
that encompass methods for the seeding, nurturing
and integrating of individuals and groups, (3) interpersonal competence, particularly the sensitivity to understand the effects of one's own behavior. .and (4) a set of values and competencies
that enables one to know when to confront and attack,... and when to support and provide the psy(Bennis
chological safety so necessary for growth
.

and Slater, 1968, p. 122).

education is vital to
Since the need for this new kind of leader in

.
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the very existence not just of our schools but our society, it becomes
a matter of most urgency to begin to find ways to help individuals to

develop along the lines of Bennis' model.

Programs are needed not only

to provide opportunities for growth and development along these lines,

but also programs which continue to experiment with new alternatives so
we can be ready for any contingencies of the future.

If indeed, we

used Bennis* model alone, we would run the risk of again creating a
system that could not keep up with change.

What is crucial is that

whatever programs are developed have as their core--flexibility and
humanistic values.
This paper attempts to document the evolution of a humanistic

educational leadership training program of this nature, developed by
a group of students at the University of Massachusetts, School of

Education

Objectives of the Study

The intent of this study was to examine the development of the
Education,
REL program at the University of Massachusetts, School of
(Resources for
and to extrapolate from the experiences of the REL
to emphasise
Educational Leadership) group a training program designed

humanistic approaches to leadership.
The specific objectives were to:
(1)

influencing the
Identify the significant people and events

of the REL program.
planning, organization and implementation
(2)

of the REL
Identify the underlying conceptual framework

.
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program.
(3)

Describe the dynamics of the process by which the assumptions

of the program became operationalized.
(4)

Determine the extent to which the program achieved its goals

(both individual and group goals)
(5)

Describe the impact of the program on the participants and

the Center for Leadership in Administration.
(6)

Make recommendations for a humanistic educational leadership

training program.

Limitations of the Study

(1)

This study was limited to the time period September 1969 to

April 1972.
(2)

The lack of an explicit conceptual design for data collection

prior to the commencement of the program may have influenced the data
collected.

The evaluation methodology was continually being revised

and modified during the period of the study.

For this reason, all con-

clusions drawn from the data are cautiously made.
(3)

program
The majority of the data was collected internally by

participants rather than by outside impartial agencies.

This may have

interests
biased the results because of the participants' vested

m

the

program.
(4)

REL program.
The investigator was a participant in the

It is

the investigator to
possible that this could have unconsciously led

program.
seek out favorable information on the

.

.
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Definition of Terms

(also CLA)

C L A.
.

.

-

The Center for Leadership and Administration

at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education (originally,

the Administration Center)

Ford Program (also Ford Leadership Program or Ford Project)

-

A

training program funded by the Ford Foundation to develop educational
leaders at several universities, including the University of

Massachusetts
Human

-

All references made in this paper to the terms human, hu-

mane, humanize, humanness, humanistic, etc., are based on the investi-

gator's beliefs about human nature as follows:
to live in a world that is congruent,

man beings do not want to be alienated,
lives to be personally meaningful,

(4)

(1)

human beings want

integrated, synergystic, (2) hu(3)

human beings want their

human beings want freedom of

choice about their lives and how to live them,

(5)

human beings are

flexible, and (6) human beings are naturally open, sharing and honest
(if not taught to be otherwise)

.

Although any definition of the term,

the milhuman, is inadequate since human is as broad and diverse as
the investilions of humans who have ever existed or will ever exist,
to this paper.
gator has listed those characteristics which are central

sriters to whom the
This view of humanity is shared by the following

investigator refers frequently throughout this paper:

Victor Frank 1

,

Eric Fromm,

Warren
Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers, Bruno Bettelheim,

R. D. Laing.
Bennis, Chris Argyris, Douglas McGregor and

L-group

-

peer advisory and
Learning group, the name given to the

.

.

.
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support groups developed for graduate students in CLA.
R*E. L.

(also REL)

-

Resources in Educational Leadership, the name

of the original group of participants in the Ford Foundation sponsored

Educational Leadership Program at the University of Massachusetts; same
as program planning group.

REL Group Members or Participants

-

Specifically, those nine indi-

viduals of REL who continued to function as a group during their graduate program (1969-1972), including Rich Andre, Nick Boys, Lyman Brainerd,
Bill Idol, Michael Lehan, Lynne McCoy, Dorcas Miller, John Rhoades and
Bill Scheel.

(Appendix A)

Design of the Study

This study was designed to propose a new leadership development

program based upon the evaluation of the original conceptualization of
the Ford Leadership Program at the University of Massachusetts, School

of Education, in the light of the experience of the members of the REL
In order to accomplish this, the investigator selected the

group.

descriptive case study method as the presentation mode for this
document
Data was gathered from five basic sources:
(1)

proDescriptive and informational documents (including formal

posals and related documents submitted to the Ford Foundation)
(2)

minutes
Intra-program communications (including reports and

of meetings)
(3)

Personal anecdotal material of REL members.
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(4)

Informal private interviews.

(5)

An interview schedule administered to REL members.

The information gathered from these data sources was then organized and analyzed through the use of the program’s original conceptual

framework.

Conclusions were then drawn, based on the application of

the data to this framework.

Significance of the Study

As we look at the chaos in the world around us, we can search for
its causes or document its results

..

.but indeed, what we must do is to

discover for ourselves a way out, a way to humanize our society.

many of our contemporary writers--Slater

,

So

Toffler, Bennis, Laing--warn

of the impending doom--even the total annihilation of humanity if we

cannot adapt faster and begin to meet human needs at a rate consistent

with our developing technology.
It is quite certain that unless we can regulate
our behavior much more satisfactorily than at pre-

sent, then we are going to exterminate ourselves.
But as we experience the world, so we act, and
this principle holds even when action conceals
(Laing,
rather than discloses our experience.
1967, p. 30)

begin to deal with
It is through education that we see perhaps a way to
the crucial issues involved in humanizing our society.

As educational

’’limits of our
leaders we must be able to see beyond the present (the

the demands of our
experience”) and learn to respond humanistically to

rapidly changing environment.

Only if we are able to do this for our-

opportunities which will
selves, will we be able to provide educational

,
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help others to develop their own potential
for humaneness.

In discus-

sing this need for leadership to create a more
humane society,

Bettelheim reflects that:
It was clear enough that it (social democratic
party) was not going to create a better society
until its ranks and leadership were first peopled
by better men... only the good man could create the
good society, then the problem was how to change
existing man so he would become the good man who
would then, in his image, create and perpetuate
the good society
(Bettelheim, 1960, p. 17),

This case study describes the experience of the members of the

REL group at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education, in
learning to become humane leaders.

The investigator then relates this

process, one of self-awareness, experimentation and growth, to the de-

velopment of a humanistic educational leadership development program.
One of the unique aspects of this program was that it was a stu-

dent program--conceptualized, implemented and maintained by students--

within a structure which gave little support for the values implicit
in the program.

As this statement from an early REL document indicates,

the group members were aware of the obstacles this kind of program

would encounter and were still willing to attempt it.
We assume that this program will differ from other
programs for leadership training, and therefore,
will encounter resistance from established institutions and individuals, both during the process
of development of the program and after graduation
(Appendix E)

This study was intended to provide a means of acknowledging the efforts
of the REL group members in the development of a potentially significant

program for training humanistic educational leaders and to evaluate and

9

document this process.

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter

I

has provided an introduction to this dissertation.

Chap-

ter II includes a review of the research and literature related to the

topic of the dissertation.
in this study.

(1969-1972)

case study.

.

Chapter III describes the methodology used

Chapter IV presents the case study of the REL program
In Chapter V the investigator analyzes the data and the

The final chapter, Chapter VI, includes discussion of

the conclusions and implications of the study.
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In Chapter II the investigator presents the literature and re-

search related to this case study.

In order to place the REL program

in context within the larger framework of training for humanistic edu-

cational leaders, the investigator

educational leadership,

(2)

(1)

defines the term humanistic

compares the REL program to other educa-

tional leadership training programs, and

(3)

discusses the rationale

behind using group process as the primary vehicle for

a

training pro-

gram of this nature

Part

I:

Humanistic Educational Leadership

-

A Definition

Before we can look further into the training of humanistic edu-

cational leaders, it is necessary to clearly define what the investigator means by this term.

To accomplish this, the investigator has

them in
taken each part of the term separately and then re-integrated
meaning.
a way which encompasses the fullness of their
the literature
First, we will look at the term leadership through

on this subject.

on leaderIn the literally hundreds of studies done

theories, no clear
ship, there appear to be no universally accepted

existing theories.
definitions and considerable contradiction between
done can be broken down
The majority of the research that has been
into four major theories:
(3)

(1)

styles of leadership, and
(1)

trait-oriented,
(4)

(2)

group functions

situational approach,
(NTL,

1964).

by Tead (1935),
The trait-oriented approach as viewed
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Barnard (1938), Wald and Doty (1954) and many others, came to no consistent conclusions.

In 1948,

done by Stogdill (1948)

,

in a survey of the trait theory research

he found that less than 5% of the character-

istics reported were common to four or more studies.

found similar results in a more recent survey.

Gibb (1954) also

Getzels concludes that

"The study of traits alone will not explain leadership in administrative behavior, and the shibboleth that leaders and administrators are

bom,
p.

not made as a governing principle is untenable

(Getzels, 1968,

3).
(2)

The situational approach is based on the concept of the need

for different kinds of leadership for different situations.

Research

done by Bass (1960) and Thrasher (1927) present evidence that leaders

tend to emerge to fit specific situations.

Although there is general

agreement that leadership is situational, researchers do not agree on
the significance of this finding in terms of leadership training.
(3)

The style

of leadership theory

is

based on the functional

approach to leadership behavior pioneered by Kurt Lewin (1948)

.

The

in the
primary concepts of this theory are that leadership is viewed

individual,
context of a group and that leadership is a function of the

the group and the situation.

Studies by Benne and Sheats (1948) and

functions of groups and
Bales (1950) isolated the task and maintenance

with these two group
the leadership behaviors which are associated
functions.

isolated the reA study done by White and Lippitt (1956)

sults of three different leadership styles:

(1)

Democratic (similar to

theory Y [I960]),
Argyris' Pattern B [1969] and McGregor's

(2)

Auto-

.
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cratic (similar to Argyris' Pattern A and McGregor’s theory X), and
(3)

Laissez-faire, on morale and productivity.

several others by Baumgartel (1957)

,

This study, along with

Bovard (1951) and Coch and French

(1948), indicated that high participation (Democratic leadership) by

workers in decision making resulted in improved morale and productivity
as opposed to more authoritarian (autocratic)

leadership.

Blake and

Mouton (1964) developed the Managerial Grid as a mechanism to identify
leadership styles.

Their work was based on the research done at The

Ohio State University and The University of Michigan, and represents in
some ways the translation of this theory into a "popularized format"

(Hersey and Blanchard, 1969). The development of this theory of leadership is significant in that it clearly indicates the need for an under-

standing of group process in order to learn more about leadership.
(4)

The group functions or interactionistic approach theory

takes the concern for group process a step further by defining the

leadership function as a means of satisfying group needs.
are again split into two functions:

(a)

cording to Cartwright and Zander (1960)

.

maintenance and

Group needs
(b)

task, ac-

Maintenance functions are

defined as those related to the functioning of the group as a group and
task functions are related to the task which the group is deciding to

undertake or has undertaken (NTL

,

1964).

Likert (1961) in his work on

leadertheory, added the concept of follower behavior as a function of

ship behavior.

Research by Seashore (1954) and Trist and Bamforth

function of
(1951) established group maintenance as a legitimate

leadership

:
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Perhaps the research is best summarized by this statement by
Spotts
...it would seem clear that leaders accomplish
their work through other people and their success as leaders depends upon their ability to
enlist and maintain follower commitment and collaboration for the attainment of group or organizational goals .. .There is (however) no straight
forward set of supervisory practices that will
always yield the best results...
(Spotts, 1971,
p.

271)

.

Although the volumes of research done on the subject of leadership would indicate progress in our understanding, there is one area

of leadership research which has been almost completely neglected--

humanistic leadership.

What is referred to in this study as humanistic

leadership theory is based on the principles of humanistic psychology.
Bugenthal (1967) reported that humanistic psychology in its present usage gets its name and content base from two articles, both

written in 1955 and both entitled, "Toward

a

written by Hadley Cantril and Abraham Maslow.

Humanistic Psychology,"
The basic concept of

this area of psychology is the emphasis on dealing with people as human

beings (in the fullest sense) rather than as objects or things.

Another

characteristic of this approach is to focus the insights of science and
an informed trained mind on vital human affairs.

Values and feelings

and because
are the most significant data for research in this field,

where
of this, humanistic psychologists often begin their research

other behavioral scientists end theirs.
be summarized as follows:

The humanistic orientation can

"It has an ultimate concern with and valuing

development of
of the dignity and worth of man and an interest in the

14

the potential inherent in every person
(Bugental, 1967, p. 119)."
It is

(1965,

primarily through the work done by Rogers
(1969), Maslow

1971), Argyris

(1964)

and Bennis and Slater (1968) that we can

begin to clearly see the relationship between humanistic
psychology
and humanistic leadership behavior.

Bennis predicts that:

...if this new man of power--other directed and
interpersonal ly competent emerges, as he now
seems to be doing, then not only new myths and
archetypes will have to be created to substitute
for the old, familiar ones, but new ways will
have to be developed to dramatize the advent of
new heroes (leaders)
(Bennis and Slater, 1968,
p.

123).

This new leadership style is referred to in the literature under many
names, including:

Maslow 's (1965) "Eupsychian management," Harman's

(1972) "humanistic capitalism," Andre's

Rogers'

Argyris'

(1969)
(1969)

(1971)

"responsitivity,"

"fully functioning person," McGregor's (1960) "Theory Y,"
"Pattern B," Likert's (1961) "System 4."

What all

these seem to have in common is a humanistic orientation--an overriding

concern for people and the development of an open and trusting environ-

ment in which they can grow.

Although there is much reference made to

this kind of leadership, most of the discussions remain theoretical in

that they often describe the ideal and not the reality, with little insight as to the process for achieving this new leadership mode.

Very

few studies have been done to support the theories mentioned above, and

what research has been done has been more psychological than organizational, since few organizations have the environment necessary for such

leadership styles to exist.

Maslow helps to make the final connection between humanistic

.

.
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leadership and humanistic leadership in education.

He defines the

humanistic leader as one who sees:
...the goal of education--the human goal, the humanistic goal, the goal so far as human beings are
concemed--is ultimately the 'self-actualization'
of a person, the becoming fully human, the development of the fullest height that the human species can
stand up to or that the particular individual can
come to... such a goal involves very serious shifts
in which we would teach... what I would like to call
intrinsic education ... learning to be a human being
in general, and second, learning to be this_ par(Maslow, 1971, p. 167)
ticular human being

Rogers goes on to relate the humanistic educational leader to the
role of an educational administrator.

The administrator finds that his work consists
primarily of removing obstacles such as 'red
tape,' of creating opportunities where teachers
and students and administrators (including himself)
(Rogers, 1969,
can freely use their potential...
p.

208).

To provide this atmosphere, the administrator must himself be involved
in a growth process and must value human potential

(his own and others)

another
Without this humanistic administration would be only a facade,

means of manipulation and power--and not leadership toward

a

more

humane society.

Part II:

Educational Leadership Training Programs

-

A Comparison

and for the field
One of the confusions both for the REL program
the term "administrative
of educational administration in general is

leadership."
roles:

mutually exclusive
This term contains what appears to be

maintaining, an oradministrative (i.e., those concerned with

concerned with changing an
ganization) and leadership (i.e., those

16

organization)

(Owens, 1970).

Traditionally, educational leadership

training has been carried out under the auspices of departments of educational administration.

The conflict between leadership and admini-

stration has never quite been resolved, and directors of graduate programs continue to debate which skills (administrative or leadership)

should be emphasized in their programs.
The Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration
(CASEA)

(Goldhammer, 1967) and the University Council for Educational

Administration (UCEA)

(Culbertson, 1969) surveyed the existing pre-

paration programs in educational administration.

Although both

studies focused on training educational administrators, and not educa-

tional leaders in the broader sense, there are no programs specifically

designated for leadership training in education, and so this is the
only data available for comparison to the REL program.

Three criteria

were agreed upon as significant for a successful program:
large variety of approaches,
and (3) reality-orientation.

(2)

(1)

a

high level of student participation,

Most programs surveyed fell below stan-

dards in terms of these three criteria.

In most of the programs there

approach.
was still heavy reliance on the traditional lecture-textbook

Another major criticism was that in most institutions insufficient
with fieldstaff time was available for internships and assistance

related experience.
higher
There appears to be a lag between the changes (i.e.,
clearly seen as necessary
levels of the criteria listed above) that are

place in University programs.
and the changes that have actually taken

17

The CASEA study found in their survey of program graduates that
a man,

"...to

they (program graduates) felt that... their preparatory programs...

were far from adequate for preparing them to resolve the problems which
daily confront them

(Goldhammer, 1967, p. 154).

The negative state of affairs revealed in these studies is added
to by the findings of Erickson (1967)

.

He concludes from the work of

Cross and Herriott (1965) and Antley (1966) that formal graduate
courses in educational administration have no correlation with admini-

strative effectiveness, decision making behavior or leadership ability
(Erickson, 1967).

Even more discouraging is the problem predicted in

attempting to change existing programs.
Some programs are so tied to departmental and
University traditions--like the sanctity of formal course work--that change represents a threat
to established norms and thus a phenomenon to be
(Nagle, 1969, p. 26).
avoided at all costs

The picture painted by the UCEA and CASEA studies is bleak indeed.

Most university programs appear to be substandard and prepare incompetent administrators.
of these reports.

There is little research to balance the findings

Many papers have been written about the need for

to
improved training programs and principles and assumptions which need

be integrated into these programs.

Unfortunately, few schools have

attempted to implement such "innovative" programs.
1969 in a
The investigator has been personally involved since

collaborative change effort funded by the Ford Foundation.

Ihis change

programs for training
effort was established to develop experimental

educational leaders.

at
Under this project programs have been funded

,
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University of California at Claremont, University of Chicago, Atlanta
University, University of Pennsylvania, University of Massachusetts,
and Teachers College, Columbia.

Each school has developed its own

approach and participates in a consortium with the other schools to
share ideas and methods.

Chuck Brown, former project monitor of the

Ford Project, states the goals of this kind of program as follows:
What I am saying is that I hold the conviction
that a redefinition of the function of education
is needed in this country, a definition that may
enable us to meet more fully the human needs of
our society .. .and a redefinition of the role of
the administrator into a leader who can help us
(Brown, 1969, p. 7).
meet these needs

Although there has not to date been a formal evaluation of the Ford
Project, it does not appear to be moving in the directions expressed

by Brown.

There does appear, however, to be at least one significant

improvement over traditional programs, and that is a higher level of
student responsibility and involvement (i.e., student representatives
on the governing board).

Art Lewis, former director of the Teachers

College Ford funded program, states:

"If there is one quality of this

new program which sets it apart from the traditional process... it is
the atmosphere of group involvement

(Lewis,

1969, p. 32)*

program)
The University of Massachusetts (birthplace of the REL

maximum
another Ford Consortium School, has based its own program on
flexibility, individualization and involvement.

Freedom from tradi-

number of courses,
tional university requirements (grades, required
of Massachusetts program
etc.) has made it possible for the University
of learning experiences.
to offer students an unprecedented variety

In

.
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their program, a major device for the integration of diverse experience
...and for the systematic exploitation of the diversity characteristic

of Center personnel, is the ... learning group

(a

faculty/student group

developed to increase student involvement and carry out the traditional
advisory functions)

(Flight, 1972).

Another effort to change the current patterns of training educational administrators/leaders is the National Program of Educational

Leadership at Ohio State University with funding from the U.
of Education.

S.

Office

This program has 23 fellows involved in an individualized

program based on student responsibility for designing and implementing
their own programs.

This program is primarily involved with an alter-

nate means of certifying people for positions of educational leadership.
It is unique in that fellows do not register for classes or earn degrees.

Another unique aspect is that a full time social psychologist is on the
staff to provide continuous feedback to fellows through testing (on
(Cunningham, 1972).

request only)

Several other nation-wide programs for improving the preparation
of educational leaders are being carried out, including:

National

Association of
Academy of School Executives (sponsored by the American
School Administrators)

,

Leadership Training Institutes (sponsored by

Fellowship Program
the U. S. Office of Education) and the Administrative
(sponsored by the Cities Research Council)
has begun an experiOn a smaller scale, the New York University

learning system for admini
mental program to develop an individualized

strators (ILSA)

.

this program
The primary vehicle for operationalizing
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is each student’s ILSA plan.

This plan has been used as an alternative

structure (subsystem) for some students, but has by no means replaced
the traditional program.

ILSA does represent a significant attempt to

provide a more individualized, less course-oriented program, within a
more highly structured University program (Rose, 1971).
It is clear from a review of the experimental training programs

(not to mention the traditional programs) that the area of humanistic

Most programs seem to

educational leadership has not been emphasized.

have an emphasis on developing new methods for producing more effective

administrators for traditional educational roles.

Rogers warns that if

(they
the concepts of humanistic education were ... "taken seriously

school
would) bring about a decided upheaval in present graduate

practice

(Rogers, 1969, p. 189).

He goes on the state that training

for the humanistic educational leader

pick up
...is difficult because it is not enough to
leader
The
procedure.
certain tricks of method or
underactually^
can
needs to grow into a person who
and
views
diverse
stand and actually accept very
impo.without
feelings, and can%xpress his own ..
essentially
sing them on others .. .training would be
for
concerned with providing growth opportunities
other
in
who could then facilitate growth

persons
individuals or groups

(Rogers, 1969, p. 209).

those training educational
This represents the real challenge to

taken
leaders-a challenge which has not yet been

Part III:

Group Process

-

up.

A Vehicle

educaare to produce humanistic
In a program whose objectives

mechanisms which
to develop training
tional leaders, it is necessary

,

.
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are congruent with the content.

The methods must be consistent with the

desired results, or as McLuhan (1964) would have it, "the medium is the

message" (i.e., if we want people to become humane administrators we
must treat them humanely)
As already defined, the goals of a humanistic educational leader-

ship training program are to create an environment where individuals can

develop to their maximum potential as human beings, so they can then go
and create this kind of environment for others.

Rogers states unequi-

vocally that:
One of the most effective means yet discovered for
facilitating constructive learning, growth and
change--in individuals or in the organizations they
compose--is the intensive group experience..."!"
group, laboratory training, sensitivity training,
basic encounter group, all of which are different
(Rogers, 1969,
terms for the same process...
p.

304).

Although "T" group research is a relatively new field (since 1947)
above
several studies have been done which agree with Rogers’ statement

model for
and indicate strong support for utilizing a group dynamics

training humanistic educational leaders.

Two studies have been made

participation
comparing behavioral change resulting from a laboratory
The

material.
approach with a straight lecture format for the same

two-week laboratory confirst, done by Boyd and Ellis (1962) compared a
and a two-week course
sisting of "T" groups, lectures and demonstrations,

discussions and lectures.
in administration built around case

The

the lecture and group
second study, done by Argyris (1965) compared

interpersonal relations and
dynamics approach in the subject area of

group dynamics.

suggest that a
The data from these two studies
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laboratory approach, with its emphasis on exploration and openness
seems to produce more behavioral change than traditional approaches.

Since we can establish that indeed behavioral changes did occur

through the use of this method, it then becomes necessary to establish
what specific behaviors can be changed, and if these are behaviors

which are important for the training of humanistic educational leaders.
Bunker (1965) did a study of the effects of a human relations laboratory which showed that the following changes in behavior were affected

increased openness, receptivity and toler-

by laboratory training:

(1)

ance of differences,

increased operational skill in interpersonal

relations, and

(3)

(2)

improved understanding and diagnostic awareness of

self, others and interactive processes in groups.

Seashore (1965) and

Michael and Valiquet (1967) confirmed that there is increased understanding of others and improved interpersonal skills as a result of
group training.

The development of the interpersonal skills and be-

humanistic
haviors mentioned above are invaluable for the development of

leaders as defined in this study.
in this
Another characteristic of a humanistic leader as defined

self-actualization (Maslow,
study is that he or she be striving toward
1968 ).

Bobele (1968)
In a study reported by Culbert, Clark and

relate "T" group learnings to increases along

a scale of

they

improved self-

more fully human).
actualizing (more fully functioning, more mature,
are also seen as
Self-confidence, self-acceptance and self-reliance

of studies show increases in
signs of self-actualization and a number

Ruban
training, including a study by
such areas as a result of group
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(1967) and another by Miles

(1965).

Still another way of describing

self-actualization is to look at the relationships between the way one
perceives himself and what he describes as an ideal self.

Presumably

the closer one's perceived self comes to his ideal self, the more self-

accepting he will be.

Burke and Bennis (1961) studied participants in

six "T" groups and found that the perceived actual self and the per-

ceived ideal self were closer to each other at the end of training than
at the beginning.

Parisi (1972) confirmed these results.

Increased ability to express emotions is another important learning
from "T" groups which is valuable for the training of a humanistic edu-

cational leader.

Studies by Wallen (1961), Missarik and Carlson (1960)

and Harrison and Osbry (1966) confirm an increase in ability to express

emotions and emotional spontaneity as an outcome of laboratory training.

A primary tool used in the group dynamics model is feedback.

A

number of studies have been done which emphasize the importance of
feedback in the learning process (this process is the basis of peer
group advisory mechanisms in the REL program)

.

The Adult Education

Association states:
One of the main ways in which a training group can
help each member is to furnish data to him about
how his behavior affects the other members of the
group and to help him plan and practice new
(AEA, 1956, p. 13)
behavior...
did facilitate
Jenkins (1948) and Lippett (1959) found that feedback

significant change in individuals.

Kilb, Winter and Berlew (1968) did

effect of feedback and found that
a more comprehensive study on the
degree of personal change
feedback patterns have a direct effect on the
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group members attain.
A final factor of interest in the "T" group literature for appli-

cation to the training program developed in this paper is the time factor.

Bunker and Knowles (1965) did a study which indicated that a three

week session is more effective than a two week period.

While there is

no certainty, it does not seem unreasonable to conclude that the longer
the exposure to the norms of "T" groups the more effective and long

lasting will be the changes which take place.
In summary:

The "T" group is an experience in social creativity...
Peculiar, too, at least for most social organizations, is its sole purpose of helping individual
members to learn... to a large extent, the "T" group
both creates its own textbook and reads it almost
simultaneously. This, then, is the "T" group: A
group formed for individual learning purposes where
the data are created and analyzed by group work and
not fed in from outside and interrupted by a teacher,
where learning is a group task entered into jointly...
(NTL, pp.

1-2).

could be,
The "T" group model extended over a two or three year period
for training
as indicated from the literature, an effective vehicle

humanistic educational leaders.
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CHAPTER

III

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY

The design of this study was developed to provide a means of ga-

thering data and analyzing this data within the conceptual framework of
the Ford Leadership Program implemented by the REL group for the purpose

of developing and recommending a humanistic leadership development
program.

Case Study Method

It was the investigator's intent that this study reflect the pur-

pose of research as stated by Warren Bennis as follows:
...research would be directed exactly toward the
problem of helping people to see, given new theoretical insights, how something could be done sub(Bennis, 1966,
stantially differently or better.
p.

103)

Since one of the objectives of this study was to recommend a new program
to
based on the experimental REL program, it was important to be able

just to
describe the steps and stages of the developmental process, not

analyze the results.

It was necessary to describe the specific people

these became inteand incidents which influenced the process and how

grated into the results.

This could best be accomplished through the

use of the case study method.
Polanyi
It is from the writings of Michael
R.

D.

(1958, 1959,

1967) and

for using difLaing (1967) that we find the strongest mandate

than those we have developed
ferent research procedures for studying man
for studying machines.

which he
Polanyi justifies this methodolog)

.
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calls "participating experience" by saying, "...it is only through

experience that we can ever really ’know

'

(Polanyi, 1958, p. vii).

In evaluating a program such as REL, it is critical to use a humanistic

methodology ..

.a

methodology designed in collaboration with the people to

be studied which can provide data to meet their needs and focus on the

criteria they determine.

The evaluation thus takes the form of people

studying and learning about themselves rather than being studied'.

Another reason for the use of the case study method for this particular study was to rectify one of the criticisms of "objective"

research as described by R. D. Laing when he states that,
...the ’data' of research are not so much given
as taken out of a constantly elusive matrix of
happenings. .the quantitatively interchangeable
grist that goes into the mills of reliability
studies and rating scales is the expression of a
processing that we do on reality, not the ex(Laing,
pression of the process of reality
.

1967, p. 62)

To accomplish this, the investigator dealt with the "data" within the

matrix of events in which they occurred, primarily in chronological
order

Data

REL program,
Since the investigator was also a participant in the

observation and direct
this study was based to some extent on personal

experience.

gathered from the
In addition, data for this study was

following:

Descriptive and informational documents

.

A deliberate effort was

planning and implementation
made to obtain all documents relevant to the

,

:
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of the REL program.

Below is a list of the most significant of these

documents
(a)

strators

,

(b)

Proposed Leadership Development Program for School Admini-

January 10, 1969.
A Program for Potential Educational Leaders/Administrators

,

April 14, 1969.
(c)

Job Description--Program Coordinator, Ford Leadership Program.

(d)

Letter and budget submission to Dr. Charles Brown, Ford Foun-

dation, from Dean Allen, September 10, 1969.
(e)

Notes on the Sterling Forest Conference sponsored by the

Ford Foundation, October, 1969.
(f)

Letter to Lyman Brainerd from North Burn, Coordinator of the

Five College Program (critique of program proposal), January 28, 1970.
(g)

March

2,

Memorandum from Nat French to Dean Allen (progress report)
1970.

March, 1969.

(h)

Administration Center Program for Students

(i)

Report on Washington Innovation Team and its connection to

the Educational Leadership Program, May
(j)

1,

,

1970.

An Interim Report to the Educational Leadership Consortium

,

Planning Group,
from the University of Massachusetts Ford Leadership

May 27, 1970.
(k)

Renewal
University of Massachusetts Proposal for Secon d Year

Leadership Program,
Grant for Developmental Phase, Ford Executive
July, 1970.

Intra-program communications

.

The emphasis here was to locate

s
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documents which were not circulated beyond the REL group members and
the immediate faculty involved.

Included are the following:

(a)

Minutes of meetings from September 1969 to April 1972.

(t>)

Characteristics of

a

"Good” Administrator

,

John Rhoades,

September 15, 1969.
(c)

"Reflections,"

(d)

Working Paper, Assumptions, Hypotheses, Structure,

Bill Idol, September 25, 1969.

September 26, 1969.
(e)

"Portrait of the Young Leader as an Artist," Mike Lehan.

(f)

Tentative Experiences

(g)

Tentative Outline of the Program

(h)

Diagrammatic Program Outline

(i)

List of Desired Experiences for Individual Participants,

,

September 27, 1969.

,

,

October

2,

1969.

October 3, 1969.

October 10, 1969.
November 12, 1969.

(j)

Evaluation of REL

(k)

Memorandum to REL members from Art Eve on Fund Raising for

,

Administration Program, November 13, 1969.
(l)

Plan for Utilizing Consultants.

(m)

Tentative, Preliminary, Hesitant, Uncertain, Working Draft

,

November 17, 1969.
December

1969.

(n)

Draft - in- Proces

(o)

Report of the Evaluation Task Force, March, 1970.

(p)

Memorandum from Lyman Brainert to Nat French on the need to

,

2,

preserve the program's integrity.
(q)

Report of the Human Relations Task Force, June, 1970.

.
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(

r)

Notes on Last Year

,

Bill Idol, September, 1970.

(s )

Sharing with Ford II

(t)

Notes on Pre-comp Meetings of April 12

(u)

Proposal:

,

tentative design, Spetember, 1970.

REL Workshop

Personal/anecdotal material

,

5

19,

1971.

Lynne McCoy, February 28, 1972

These included the following per-

.

sonal communications shared with the investigator by members of the

group
(a)

Letter of resignation from Lyman Brainerd.

(b)

Excerpts from personal journals.

(c)

Personal letters between members.

(d)

Portfolio entries.

(e)

Process notes, Dorcas Miller.

(f)

Position Papers for comprehensive examinations.

Informal private interviews

.

The investigator, as a member of the

REL group, held private conversations with other group members, faculty
and Ford Foundation representatives throughout the period of the study.

interview schedule

.

An interview schedule was given to all mem-

bers (except Rich Andre who was in Brazil and completed data in ques-

tionnaire form) at a weekend retreat/reunion held in April 1972.
"Use of the interview schedule enables the investigator to record

personalized data in a manner which is conducive to comparative analysis."

(Travers, 1969, p. 131)

The interview schedule for this study

was designed to be given in a group setting and included both individual

response items and interactive responses.

Several kinds of data were

folgathered during the early phases of the REL program, including the

.

.

:

:

.
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lowing (which were used as the basis for the interview schedule)
(1)

Skills and weaknesses inventory.

(2)

Goal statements.

(3)

Group self concept questionnaire.

(4)

Task/relationship assessment.

(Appendix

B)

(Appendix C)

During the interview, group members were asked to respond to the following (which correspond to the areas listed above)
(la)

Each member will write on one large sheet what he/she thinks

his/her skills are; then, other group members will fill in skills which
are missing from each other's lists.
(lb)

List your weaknesses on a piece of paper.

These will then

be handed to other participants for additions or comments.
(2a) Which of your original goals

(personal and group) do you

feel were accomplished in the REL program?
(2b)

Which were not?

(2c) Give reasons for
(3)

(a)

and (b)

Individuals will respond to each of the nine questions from

the group self concept questionnaire (Appendix
(4)

B)

appropriate
Each participant will put initials at place

continuum (Appendix C)
for him/her on task/relationship assessment
were asked specifically
In addition, the following questions

about the program:
(1)

and characterRank order the original program assumptions

the REL program as you view it.
istics in terms of their importance to

characteristics in section on analysis.)
(See list of assumptions and
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(2)

Which of the program elements were most/least valuable to

you and why?
(3)

Which parts of the program do you feel should be changed to

make this program more valuable to you?

to others?

(4)

Briefly list the characteristics of a leader.

(5)

To what extent do you fit this description?

(Rate yourself

on a scale of one to ten for each characteristic; others rate you on
the same basis.)
(6)

In what ways do you feel the REL program helped you to

develop as a leader?

The answers to these questions provided a means of plotting the

program development and provided closure for the personal feedback process begun three years ago.

As a final part of the interview schedule,

(AppenREL members were given the L-group evaluation questionnaire

dix D)

.

This questionnaire was designed by the CLA L-group evaluation

committee to evaluate L-group effectiveness.

This data profided input

and could have
about the impact of the REL program on the participants

and the L-groups now
been used for a comparison between the REL group

functioning in CLA.

Analysis

the use of the assumptions,
The primary vehicle for analysis was

below from the first
characteristics and program elements (abstracted
prepared by the REL group on
Ford Leadership Program proposal draft
actual experiences of the REL
September 26, 1969) as an overlay on the

.

.

:
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group (Appendix E)

Assumptions

.

The following assumptions about educational leader-

ship were also used as overall program goals (i.e., to develop leaders

with these characteristics)
(1)

A leader must have the emotional freedom to choose behavior

which is appropriate to the "situation."
(2)

A leader must have the insight into the human situation in

which he is operating, to know what behavior on his part will be most
appropriate
(3)

A leader must be able to understand and work with the

plysical/ legal/technological environment in which he is working.
(4)

The leader of the future must be primarily oriented toward

growth and change in himself and in his organization.

He must realize

that uncertainty, conflict, stress and even chaos are often prerequisites of growth.
(5)

The leader continually works from a vision, a philosophy of

be.
what life--the living-learning-teaching process--should
(6)

The leader is self-motivated and self-directed.

Characteristics.

These assumptions about leadership then became

program characteristics
the basis for the development of the following
the goals as stated:
which were considered necessary to accomplish
(1)

and grow in reWe must build a program which can change

participants, and changes in the
sponse to the changing needs of the

relevant environment.
(2)

needs of each
The program must respond to the individual

.
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participant
(3)

The program must be based on the concept of learning ex-

periences rather than the traditional course structure.

People have

different learning needs, modes and rates.
(4)

The program must make optimum use of the resources available

to it.
(5)

learned.

Of nearly equal significance to what is learned is how it is

Learning takes place along a continuum of physical, emotional

and intellectual involvement ranging from high (experiential) to low

(theoretical).
(6)

Our bias is toward the experiential.

Only the individual student can best decide what he needs to

learn and whether he has learned it.

Elements

.

It was felt that the following program elements would

provide a structure which would incorporate the assumptions and characteristics listed above and were necessary for the operation of such
a program.
(1)

The personal matrix.

Each student will work from a personal

matrix, which in its most simplified form, will look like this:
Level of Involvement

Experiential
SELF

OTHERS

TOOLS
CHANGE

WELTANSCHAUUNG

Simulated

Vicarious

Theoretical

.
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The five areas of development are related to the program assumptions.
The sixth assumption, self-determination and motivation, permeates the

entire program and is not treated separately.

The entire matrix struc-

ture will be computerized.
(2)

The portfolio.

Records of experiences will be kept on per-

sonal experience sheets in individual files which will comprise the

student's portfolio.
(3)

(Appendix F)

The advisory system.

While the program will not be directive,

we do feel a responsibility to provide an advisory role.

system will consist of two components.

The advisory

The first is a group dynamics

structure which will:
(a)

Establish an individually supportive 'home base' in the midst

of the depersonalized institutional structure of the university.
(b)

Provide the personal feedback necessary for self-awareness

and self-direction and growth.
(c)

Provide a basic introduction to interpersonal and group

leadership skill.

Although we feel that the group structure

will be the most important part of the advisory system, we

encourage students to develop dyadic relationships with faculty

members
(4)

Resource offerings.

The concept of resource offerings

departs

administrafrom the traditional modes of instruction (i.e., courses in

tion and leadership) because this program is designed to

functioning leaders, not experts in leadership theory.

tram

active,

The core of the

to stimulate
program consists of a wide variety of resources designed
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growth, awareness, competence and confidence.

The trainee will select

from the resource bank those experiences which he feels will meet his
needs.

(Appendix E)

Framework for Analysis

These three parts:

leadership assumptions, program characteris-

tics, and program elements, were used as the framework from which to

analyze personal and program documents and the data from the interview
schedule.

Each of these parts was traced historically to determine

its value as the program developed.

This methodology provided insight

into the following questions:
(1)

How did relevant individuals and events affect the program’s

development?
(2)

Which parts (program elements) were most/ least valuable in

achieving the goals of the program?
(3)

Which of the assumptions, characteristics and elements appear

to have validity for developing humanistic educational leaders?
(4)

What would a training program for humanistic educational

leaders be like?
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CHAPTER

IV

CASE STUDY OF THE REL GROUP

Background (Prior to September 1969)

The new School of Education at the University of Massachusetts had

gotten off the ground with more than the typical fanfare --Dwight Allen,
the Dean, had amassed students and faculty who were filled with a

vision of tomorrow- -a new educational system for others and a new way
of life for themselves.

Some have said they were dreamers, others that

they were visionaries, but no matter what the perspective, it cannot be

denied that the University of Massachusetts offered one of the few
It was

flickers of hope for change in current educational practices.

on this basis, not proven educational "success," that the Ford Foun-

dation decided to include the University of Massachusetts (along with
eight "proven" schools) in its experimental educational leadership program.

The nine schools were to be funded to develop and implement

innovative approaches to training leaders in education.
The first proposal, submitted by the University of Massachusetts
document which emin January of 1969, was an innovative and creative

phasized a program based on three major areas:
self-concept and philosophy of living,

present society and

(c)

leadership experience.

(b)

(a)

the participant

s

the horizons within our

participant's involvement in relevant field
This document, prepared by Art Eve (professor

student), was felt to be too
of education) and Lyman Brainerd (doctoral

April that
idealistic and non-specific, and it was not until

a

proposal

,
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submitted by Nat French (another professor in the School of Education)
was accepted.

This document was more detailed and more traditional in

that it listed specific skills which would be focused upon through

suggested courses.
In further negotiations with the Ford Foundation, it became clear

that the document itself was of little consequence and that Ford was

interested in allowing the University of Massachusetts some flexibility
in developing its program.

It was agreed that the University of Massa-

chusetts would receive a grant (expected to be

$

80 , 000 )

for a planning

year in which they would develop a program to then be funded for impleThe administration center (now CLA)

mentation the following year.

under the directorship of Nat French, was to be the recipient of the
grant.

Art Eve was to be the project director and Lyman Brainerd was

to be the program coordinator with primary responsibility for the actual

planning process.

The three staff members, Art, Nat and Lyman, in con-

sultation with Dean Allen, decided that as many doctoral students as

possible would be recruited to work with Lyman and would constitute the

planning group to begin in September.
The staff triumverate had agreed that the planning group should
were inconsist of people from a wide variety of backgrounds, and they
for most edutent on breaking the traditional selection patterns used

school
cational programs, (i.e., the use of teachers and lower level

administrators as candidates)

,

The uniqueness of the School of Educa-

and enabled the
tion attracted individuals of diverse backgrounds

seeking.
staff to find the kind of candidates they were

Through Dean

.
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Allen, Rich Andre, a city planner from California, was recruited.

French "brought in" Nick Boys, who had recently worked for

Nat

a large

Chicago corporation; Bill Idol, a teacher from a private school in Vermont; and John Rhoades, a high school teacher from a progressive Phila-

delphia area school.

Michael Lehan, a graduate student at the Syracuse

University Maxwell School of Public Administration, was brought into
the program by Dick Coffing, then Dean of Administration.

These five

students were, as it turned out, to be the recipients of the stipends

provided by the Ford Foundation.

Several other students were recruited,

although their stipends came from other sources.

Bill Scheel, an

Episcopal minister, received his funds from an NAIS (National Association of Independent Schools) grant to the program through Nat French's

office
Looking at the group membership, Art felt it was important to include some minority students.

For this reason, Lynne McCoy, a federal

administrator (and a woman) and Cornell Lewis, a Head Start program

director (and a black), were assimilated to round out the group.

It

of
seemed that this group, although meeting the staff's design in terms

common
diversity, was perhaps too diverse and seemed to have little in

from which to build a working base.

This proved to be one of Lyman's

in the
(program coordinator) and the group's most difficult obstacles

initial period.

Group Identity

by general unThe early meetings of the group were characterized
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comfortability and confusion, in spite of Lyman’s attempts to organize
The students, most of whom had been recruited without know-

the tasks.

ledge of the program, were unsure of the tasks expected of them.

My expectations were mixed... I anticipated having
to fulfill the many course requirements that my
past educational experience has conditioned me to
expect.

(Boys,

1970, p. 4)

Since there were few requirements at the School of Education, the students did not have the security of a structure to fall back on, and
It also became clear that the

this only increased their frustrations.

three staff members in charge of the program did not agree on the goals
or the philosophy and they, too, were confused about what the group

should do.

This was the beginning of the growing split between REL and

the School of Education.

Attempts to work with the April proposal were

in
soon abandoned, since they felt it was too narrow and confining

from scratch.
scope, and the group made a decision to start its planning
to further comThis decision, although sanctioned at the time, proved

plicate the already poor communications.
and began discusThe group met constantly (several days a week)

leadership training.
sion and study on the subjects of leadership and

decided that in order for them
Even this early in the program the group
to keep their involvement at
to operate effectively, they would have

the School of Education at a minimum.

They planned to work

m

semi-

Ford proposal, scheduled for
isolation until the submission date of the

become more active
March of 1970, at which point they would

m

the

implement their program.
School community, while beginning to
to attempt to implement and
From the beginning, the group was
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test the program as they were planning and designing it.

One of the

early examples of this process was the "book of the week" idea, which

provided members with an opportunity to share literature which had been
significant to them with others (the first B.O.W. was
Shutz).

Joy. by

William

This model of individuals sharing their learning experiences

for the vicarious learning of others became an integral part of the

program.

Another aspect of this same model was the sharing of indi-

vidual research or thinking on a given topic of interest to the group.

John and Mike presented two papers representing their views on leadership.

The concepts contained in these early papers became part of the

philosophical base of the program as it developed.
Since he is first a human, then an administrator,
his first motives for action should be primarily
human.
(Rhoades, 1969, p. 33)

An administrator is an artist of the highest calibre because he does not succumb to the temptation
of all other artists .. .that is the temptation of
making permanent that which can only and should be
temporary .. .Papers .. .work from the Aristotelian
framework that if a man knows himself, he knows
his function in his family, business, society and
total world. Therefore. .the emphasis here is to
shift the focus on the individual and develop his
ability to live and love within today’s world, its
organizations, subcultures, machines, methods of
I am concerned
communication and syntheticity
leader-artist-administrator's
about the educational
ability to grasp critical points and exert control
upon those entities which affect him, expecially
today when public organizations on all levels
(Lehan, 1969, p. 34)
verge upon running themselves.
.

.

The expanding number of tasks the group found itself involved in

necessitated role differentiation, and assignments were made according
to individual interests.

The first of these were:

John

-

Cooidinator
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of Program Associates and Consultants; Nick

Systems Design.

-

Communications; and Rich

-

Other group members’ skills were becoming visible and

their skills were being used more informally.

One example of this was

Bill Idol, whose writing ability became evident when he presented a

paper entitled, "Reflections" to the group.

The concise manner in which

he was able to delineate the process that the group had been involved in

helped people focus and see more clearly the program as it had developed
to that point.

would like you to pause with me for a few moments, step back, and see where we have come.
We are about to agree on a structure for our
program that:
Calls forth self-direction and necessitates
(1)
self-evaluation;
Offers group support and individual coun(2)
I

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

seling;
Insists that learning modes and activities
are infinitely varied, avaliable and valid;
Suggests that self-understanding, sensitivity
to the needs of others, knowledge of the
operation of the physical/technological environments, orientation toward dynamic process and a working Weltanschauung are important to today's leader/administrator;
Makes all the program's resources truly
available to all involved;
Sees its greatest job to be identifying,
indexing, storing and supplying requested
resources to freely operating individuals.
(Idol,

1969, p. 37)

directions that he
In this paper Bill Idol also proposed several

thought would be important for the group.

Some of these thoughts,

deal with at that time
however, were too advanced for the group to

we begin now to think
(i.e., that "What I'm proposing is that
to all_ of education.
of extending our services and systems
if not resistant to Bill
als in the group became cautious,

)

s

m

terms

Individu
over

:

.

.
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whelming manner and his rapid-fire thought process (which was later
labeled "zooming" by the group).

Throughout this initial period, Lyman Brainerd, program coordinator, felt that the group, in order to reach a level of cohesion, needed

to be relatively free from outside forces, and so acted as a buffer.

He

also felt that, although he had specific ideas as to how the program

should progress, he was overly careful not to influence the group.

One

of his main functions in the group was to act as a synthesizer to help
tie together the vast number of ideas that the group was generating.
In late September, Lyman presented a working paper to the group which

represented the group's efforts and became the skeleton for almost all
future program developments.

(The assumptions, characteristics and pro-

gram elements he delineated are presented in Appendix

E of this paper.

As the "program without a name" (no name had as yet been decided

upon by the group) moved into October, the further delineation of
areas of responsibility became increasingly necessary

The group moved towards specific responsibility
areas
Mike Lehan - Bibliography and administrative
procedure
Rich - Matrix, computers and systems design.
John - Program associates.
Bill I. - Resource coordination.
Lyman and Bill I. - Organization of retreat.
Lynne - Model Cities project.
Bill S. - Public relations, liaison with
Business School.
Nick - Communications.
(REL,

1969a, p. 47)

was also beginning to
As seen in the list of names above, the group

clarify its membership.

and
The core group was to include those named
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an advisory group (consisting of Cornell Lewis and Francis Lapointe,
a state government representative).

Dorcas Miller, an undergraduate

student at Smith College, had been attending meetings from the beginning, but her role had been pretty much ignored by the group.

My role had been established as the Silent One-I've not contributed at all... You see, I feel
quite nothing in that group.
I hesitate to ask
any of them for feedback because I haven't given
anything of myself... I question whether I belong,
whether I merit any of the group's time.
(Miller,
1969a, p. 3)

Because of their relative isolation, the "Fords" (as the group became known around the School of Education) encountered a great deal of

difficulty when they interfaced with outside consultants, especially
those thrust on them by the staff.

Art had decided that it would be

beneficial for the new doctoral students to be exposed to the Federal
Model Cities program and arranged for Oscar Mims from the Department of

Housing and Urban Development to meet with them.

It was obvious that

the group, although interested, was puzzled as to how to utilize his

resources, since they seemed unconnected to their task of program de-

velopment.

The problem of consultant utilization continued to be a

frustration over the next few months as

a series of

impressive

"leaders" were paraded through (included in this group were Rhody McCoy,
Oceanhi 1 1 - Brownsvi 1 1 e

;

Ted Greer and Gordie Johnson, Model Cities).

The group was so intent on attempting to please Art and Nat that they
speak to
invited Gerry Witherspoon, President of Goddard College, to
input at that
the group, although they had no idea how to utilize his
time.

began to
This frustration was finally eased when the group

how to use these
realize that there were no specific expectations about
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consultants and that Art was only responding to pressures from Ford to
involve outside resource people.

This realization also enabled the REL

group to relax its "task mania" in general.

Another example of the problem with interfacing with the School of
Education was the matrix and portfolio episode.

The design for the ma-

trix and portfolio which had been developed by Rich and Lynne, had al-

ready been put into operation by group members (Appendix

E)

.

Since the

group was enthusiastic about the systems potential, they decided to
share its development with the School of Education’s Portfolio Committee

which was in the midst of designing a school-wide portfolio system.
The Committee did not comment on the materials given to them and con-

tinued for several months before finally arriving at their own system
(which had some commonality to the Ford design)

.

Thwarted contact with

the School of Education reinforced the group’s decision to work inde-

pendently until they had a finished product.
The group began to become more and more isolated from the School of

Education and had almost no direct contact with Art or Nat except through
Lyman and individuals who had direct working relationships with them
(Lynne and Bill).

After going round and round for several meetings on

they deciwhat others’ expectations (outside the inside group) were,

spelled out all the
ded, that until they got everyone together and

points of view, they would not be able to progress.

This realization

the staff and students
led the group to organize a retreat for all

involved in the program.
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Group Affiliation

The retreat was set up on the T-group (National Training Laboratories) model with Dr. Donald Carew from the School of Education as the

facilitator.

It quickly became clear that the participants were in very

different places in terms of their personal goals, their outlooks on
life and what they felt should be the directions of the program.

In

addition, Art and Nat were apparently opposed to the emphasis of T-groups
as a means of organizational development and resisted participation in

this particular group.

As a result of the retreat, the students and

the two faculty members seemed even farther apart, and there seemed
little hope of bridging this gap.

The students, on the other hand, had

an opportunity (some for the first time) to begin sharing their frus-

trations and feelings with the others in the group.

For them the re-

treat had been an important initial step toward group cohesion.
On October 29, 1969, a milestone--of sorts--was reached.

They had

finally agreed on a name for the group--Resources in Educational
Leadership (REL)

.

Although throughout most of the first year the name

came to
was to be synonymous with the Ford Leadership program it later

Mike,
refer only to the members of the core group (Lyman, Nick, John,
Bill I., Bill S., Rich, Dorcas and Lynne).

This title overlap (REL

of the confusion the
as the group and the program) was representative
it at
group faced in attempting to design a program and participate in

the same time.

"OBSERVATION- -We are trying to plan a program and do

it at the same time--DIFFICULT. "

(REL,

1969b, p. 80)

social event.
Halloween brought the group together for its first
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The party was attended by group members, their families and friends.
It was obvious that the partners of group members were not comfortable,

since this was the first time they had all met.

Group members were con-

cerned about this situation and felt that it was important (since they

would be continuing to spend much time together) to provide more opportunities for people in the "extended group" to get together informally.

They began to consciously, perhaps even self-consciously, schedule
events which could be attended by families (i.e., Saturday afternoon

outdoor days, arts and crafts sessions).
the
It was now November and funds had still not been received from

Ford Foundation.

The five REL members who were to receive stipends were

payment
now forced to look for alternatives, since no definite date for

could be established.

Nick, on a lead from John, was hired by Amherst

College as Assistant Ice Hockey Coach.

Rich began consulting.

He and

in Art Eve
Lynne had the opportunity to work together on projects

five.

Bill I., Mike and John managed to hold out.

s

of-

As it turned out,

was lowered to $52,000.
funding did not actually arrive until March and

budget cut increased the
This long period of waiting and the subsequent
with the management of
group’s feelings of non-support and frustration
the program.

Finances were not the only problem.

Members were becoming anxious

were feeling fragmented because they
about getting the document done and
maintenance.
had little time to devote to group
group- -enough
feel very much a part of the REL
(and still am)
I was
to be anxious about it.
because I simfeeling uneasy about it. Partly
overview, I can t
ply don’t have a grasp of the
I
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see the structure behind the pieces--and so I'm
essentially groping and getting only bits. Good
bits, mind you, neat things... but I have trouble
in hooking them all together.
(Miller, 1969b,
p.

3)

The group was also becoming increasingly concerned with outside opinions
and began to tackle projects they felt would gain approval from the
staff.

One of these projects was program evaluation.

Due to the unorthodox manner in which the program was being de-

veloped (i.e., by students attempting to blend process and content, experiential and group process emphasis)
came an important issue.

,

the question of evaluation be-

The evaluation committee had spent a great

deal of time exploring possibilities for an evaluation design.

In a

report submitted to the group on November 12, they proposed five types
of evaluation as follows:
(1)

Evaluation of experiences by and for individuals.

(2)

Evaluation of experiences for the group by the individuals.

(3)

Evaluation of the group by and for the group.

(4)

Evaluation of the program by the group.

(5)

Evaluation of the program by outside evaluators.

proUnderlying these was the concept of evaluation as a decision making
game.
cess, rather than as a value judgment or a public relations

The

important, but the
latter two functions for evaluation were seen as less

group did make separate provisions for them.

REL continued to operate

pressure to use more trafrom this philosophy of evaluation in spite of

ditional approaches.

Their commitment to this evaluation methodology

in a weekend workshop dewas evidenced by the members' participation

Hutchinson, Director of the
signed by the committee and Dr. Thomas

:
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Evaluation Center at the School of Education.
On November 17, 1969, the first "Tentative, preliminary, hesitant,

uncertain working draft" of the program appeared (and it can be noted
from the title given this draft the group was not very confident about

how it would be received).

This document was a collation of subject

areas written by group members.

This draft-in-process was circulated

among group members and to Nat and Art for comment.

While this was

being done, Lyman, as program coordinator, submitted a progress report
to Nat, Art and Dean Allen.

This overview (below) provides a summary

of the growth of the group and its individual members over the first

three months.
First, a look at what kinds of questions the group
is dealing with will help give the reader a feel
for the kind of learning situation which has been
Since inception, the group has been concreated.
cerned with the following issues (in roughly
chronological order)
( 1)

(

2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(

10 )

(ID
(

12 )

What does each person in the group think
leadership is?
How does each person in the group think a
leader should be developed?
How do we as a group come to some consensus
about (1) and (2)?
Do we really need consensus?
What do the "experts" say about leadership
and leadership development?
When they disagree, what do we have to go on
except our own intuition?
Is our "intuition" ignorance or a strong
indication of what each of us needs to become a leader?
How do we evaluate our learning experiences?
How do we get specific jobs done in a group?
How do we get commitment in a group?
How do we get to know each other so that we
can drop our masks?
How do we handle someone whom we like, need
and respect who seems to think the group is
heading in the wrong direction?
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(13)

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)

(27)
(28)

How can we as a small group, primarily made up
of white males, pretend that we can plan a program for leadership in all areas?
What are our weaknesses, specifically?
How do we go about plugging these holes?
What are our strengths?
How can these best be used for the group as a
whole?
Do we really know our own needs?
How do we react to authority figures?
How do we take criticism?
How do we balance individual needs and the
needs of the group?
How can we best communicate among ourselves?
How can we best communicate with outsiders?
How do we best balance theory and experience?
How much of learning requires prerequisite
learning?
How do we determine what the hierarchy for any
given learning goal is?
How do we get people to help us with our problems? What are the alternatives beside money?

Another way of getting insight into the kind of individual learnings taking place is to look at behavior
change over the two month period. While this is an
extremely difficult area to assess, it is certainly
the most important outcome of any learning experience.
It is our strong feeling that there has been substantial behavior change in most group members--considerably in excess of what we consider a norm for most
academic settings. The general direction of change
has been from detached to involved, from passive to
active, from willingness to accept responsibility to
active seeking for responsibility, from personal insecurity toward security, and from defensiveness to
more acceptance of the strengths and weaknesses of
self and others.

or
Of course, not all have proceeded at the same rate
of
think
I
can
For example,
in the same direction.
beginning, participated minithe
at
who,
people
three
major
mally in the process who presently are taking a
at
who,
part in the planning activities. Two others
have
discussions
the beginning, tended to dominate the
and more willing
ideas
others'
of
become more tolerant
their sphere ot
to listen and learn. Many have found
period.
interest substantially expanded over the
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To sum up: There is, of course, much learning yet
to be accomplished; but we do feel that the kind and
extent of learnings that have taken place in the
group to date provide a strong indication of the
validity of the learning structure which we are
recommending for the program as a whole.
(Brainerd,
1969, pp. 117-118)

After revising the draft-in-progress, REL published its first complete document, to be widely circulated among School of Education faculty and administration, and a few critics outside the School of Education.

This document consisted of two parts:

Part

I

-

"A Framework for Leader-

ship," dealt with the underlying assumptions and a rationale for the

program structure; Part II

-

"Process as Product," described the pro-

cess that the group experienced in the development of Part

I.

Part II,

as it turned out, was twice as long as Part I, reflecting the group's

emphasis on process as content.
...our emphasis is on process .. .and on continuous
self-renewal. We move in a spiral of conceptualization, implementation, evaluation, modification,
phase out, conceptualization, and so on. Our process does not mean never finishing anything, but
(REL, 1969,
it does mean never being finished.
p.

122)

The draft and the group were to get their first reality test on

December

9,

called to
1969, at a special Administration Center meeting

discuss the document.

Since REL had very little previous experience in

the Center, they received a rude awakening.

The conservative faculty,

Allen era, used the
several of whom were left over from the pre-Dwight
School of Educadocument to vent their hostilities towards the "new"
tion.

how the program
Their questions revolved around the issue of

were apparently concerned
would fit in with the present program, and
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about a "take-over" by the new students.

Many of their comments were

valid, however, and proved helpful in rethinking the document.

One

thing that the meeting had made painfully clear was that the group had
failed to communicate to a significant part of their audience.

The

group broke for the holidays to return in January, looking forward to a

more positive response to their program.

January brought additional feedback, but again, it was not as supportive as the group would have liked.

One critique given by Dr. Art

Lewis of Teachers College, Columbia University, was specific and de-

tailed.

His questions focused around the need for more details con-

cerning recruitment, internships, theory and courses.

The major issue

he raised was the document's emphasis on group process.

This suspicion

about groups was the most prevalent criticism from all sources.

Their

arguments were based on the philosophy that leadership is a lonely role,
an assumption the REL members were not willing to accept.

The most sca-

thing attack of the draft and the group came from Professor North Burn,

Coordinator of the Five College Consortium (made up of the five institutions of higher learning in the Amherst, Massachusetts, area), quoted
as follows:

cannot understand how a group of people with the
backgorunds that some of you have, could have come up
(and again a comment
with such a bunch of tripe.
.most of the document seems to have
about groups)
to do with preparing people to get along in groups.
That strikes me as more appropriate for the prepar(and finally
ation of followers than of leaders...
a statement
accusation,
navel-gazing
the 'original'
its
throughout
group
the
that continued to haunt
the
be
to
appears
document
...the whole
existence)
obtable
a
around
result of twelve people sitting
(Burn,
serving their own and each other's navels.
1970, pp. 157-160)
I

.

.
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Lyman, in response to this letter, wrote a reply which addressed the

issues raised by Professor

Bum

and other critics.

Parts of it have

been excerpted as follows:
As we read over your criticisms, our responses fell
First, much of it was well
into three categories.
founded:
'garbage words,' internal inconsistency,
sloppiness, lack of specificity, are a major fault
of the document. Secondly, some reflects a misunderstanding of what we were trying to get at (for
For instance,
which the document must be blamed)
we make a distinction between the program structure
which all groups will follow and the program, more
in the sense of curriculum content, which each
group will decide for itself .. .Also, we do not see
an understanding of group process as a manipulative
device as you seem to have inferred from the document. Thirdly, we see some of your criticisms as
invalid, such as your contention that we would be
preparing goal-less, value-less manipulators, and
your dismissal of an emphasis on process as 'non...to briefly sum up our positon; we are
sense.'
but we do feel that in most
anti-intellectual,
not
leaders the pendulum has
educational
programs for
A leader
side.
intellectual
swing too far to the
of both
part
as
a
needs solid emotional resources
We
functioning.
his vision and his day-to-day
not
resources,
see new ways of developing these
support
in
to the exclusion of the cognitive, but
(Brainerd, 1970a, p. 180)
of it.
.

Nat and Art's lack of support for the group during this period,

caused the group to feel even more alienated than before.

As a result

internal support,
of the outside exposure and criticism and the lack of
the program.
the group retrenched to heal its wounds and re-think

In-

emphasis, it became
stead of abandoning their emphasis on group process

an even more dominant force.
stock of themselves
At the end of January the group members took

group dynamics feedback tech
and their relationships by using several
Thelen; see analysis).
niques (National Training Laboratories and

It

.
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was apparent from this assessment that people were feeling badly about

themselves, the group and their relationship to the School of

Education
Ford Ford Ford
Produced another Edsel
God Damn It.
(REL,

1970, p.

171)

Although the REL program had suffered some setbacks, individuals
and dyads (of group membership) were active in pursuing their individual

experiences.

Dorcas had been appointed as a student representative to

the Smith College Academic Curriculum Revision Committee.

Nick was

spending more time developing the Amherst Hockey team (with Mike and

Dorcas as chief supporters at games)
their consulting relationships.
rival of his first child.

NAIS duties.

.

Rich and Lynne were continuing

Rich was looking forward to the ar-

Bill S. was spending increased time on his

Cornell and Frank had virtually dropped out (Frank did

continue to have some sporadic contact with the group)

.

Bill

I

,

who

took the document's criticism the most to heart, dropped out of his REL

involvement almost completely to take a job in the University of Massaof a
chusetts Student Affairs office as an area coordinator in charge

university dormitory complex.

He and Nick became heavily involved in

program, and both conthe Human Relations Center's counselor training

ducted sections of the counselor training course.
participate in as a
One project that most of the group was able to

unit was the supervision of student teachers.

The School of Education

interns and did not have an
had overcommitted itself in placing student

additional help from the
adequate number of supervisors and requested

a
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centers.

REL members agreed to help out and they developed a unique

team approach to field supervision of interns.

Other efforts were also

being made to bring the group back together and to integrate individual
experiences into the group.

Dorcas and Nick, whose skill areas included

group process, volunteered to take responsibility for group maintenance.
One of their major concerns was that feelings were not freely expressed
in the group.

The human relations emphasis had become intellec.tualized

and it was obviously difficult for members to get back to a feeling
level.

Several steps were recommended to remedy this situation, but the

pressure to complete their task (submitting

a

program document to Art)

won out and group maintenance was temporarily shelved.
As coordinator of the program, Lyman was concerned with assessing
the group in order to make decisions about further program developments.

The following are Lyman's notes regarding his assessment in February of
1970:

.found little commitment to total
task of developing and implementing the REL program at the School of Ed. A number of things
have worked to prevent development of that commitment. Conflicting goals of the power figures
...overmanagement and underparticipation of Art
and Nat .. .over-expectations especially as regards work for Center ... feeling of being used...
School environment not as fertile as expected...
inability to cope with all these conflicts ... sufPolled group.

.

,

ficient enthusiasm for finishing conceptualization
document ... strong feeling that group should continue as feedback, support, social, sharing, individual learning, etc... basis to be determined.
(Brainerd, 1970b, p. 195)
their disillusionment and
As Lyman's statement indicated, in spite of
document.
confusion, REL continued to prepare the final
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The group's frustration in trying to communicate with the staff and

faculty of the Center reached a climax in late February, when they made
a decision to continue their group activities completely separate from

Most members (because of funding) continued their affili-

the Center.

ation with the Center, but only on an individual basis.

This decision

lifted a great weight off the group and they began to refocus their

attention to improving group relations.
The REL meeting was so much fun. .getting together
for the first time in so long... good, very good to
see everyone .. .we also talked about what individuals
here were heading for, and discussed how we might
come together through the group... how and if the
group could serve our end-of-this-year s needs...
.

'

(Miller,

1970, p. 4)

Concomitant with the decision to leave the Center, Lyman resigned
from his position as coordinator of the Ford Leadership program, ended
his connection with the Administration Center, and became a "regular"

member of REL.

The following excerpts from his resignation statement

provide some insight into his thinking at the time and also reflects
the attitudes of the other group members.
am committed to changing educational leadership in
this country, but I don't feel that I can best do so
through the Administration Center. .it 's just not
'administration' in its
I see only
happening there.
personality
sub-surface
manipulation,
worst sense:
concern
politics,
petty
building,
conflicts, empire
makevision,
tunnel
reality,
for 'image' rather than
while
fiddling
mouths,
work, closed minds and open
the sparks which will destroy us all are growing and
glowing brighter and hotter... as to what the program
In view of the
in educational leadership should be.
realities I have discussed above, most of what the
how
educational leader of the future must know, know
progiam
the
to learn and know how to be able to do...
24 draft,
March
the
in
outlined
as
with,
we came up
major strength
is the best one I can think of... its
I

.
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is that it gives the participant the time,
the resources and the support to look around and see
where the world and education are at: what his

own skills, needs, strengths, weaknesses are:
and
lets him, on his own responsibility, make a commitment to leadership in that area most appropriate to him.
That has been our process this year
and I think it has been a most successful one for
me and the others...
(Brainerd, 1970, pp. 187-194)

After these events, Nat prepared a memorandum to the group, outlining questions he hoped would be considered in the proposal.

These

proved to be valuable not only in their content, but also because they

transmitted Nat's concern and support for the group's efforts.

Again,

the group utilized the process of assigning specific sections to be com-

pleted by individuals.

One significant change in the process was that

John and Lynne were given the responsibility for editing the document
and coordinating it with Art.

John and Lynne's draft was an attempt to answer many of the criticisms of the previous documents.

It was less philosophical and dealt

with more specifics (including recruitment, selection, specific learning
experiences)

.

It also was contrived in places to make the program

sound more sophisticated (i.e., the development or invention of the

Monitoring, Advising and Planning System [MAPS]).

Finally, this docu-

ment avoided all but a minimum discussion of group process.

This

draft was then integrated into the refunding proposal submitted to the
Ford Foundation by Art.

Art felt that in order to get refunded, the

University of Massachusetts Ford Leadership program would have to reflect a wider range of activities than just the REL group.

For this

reason, the new proposal included two additional groups, CADRE (Commit-
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tee on Alternative Designs for Reform in Education)

Innovation Team
D. C.)

(a

,

and the Washington

group of inner city administrators from Washington,

under the Educational Leadership Program umbrella.

The document

which was submitted to Ford bore little resemblence to the original REL

program and contained none of its assumptions or program elements.

What

remained were the "sophisticated” systems of MAPS and the Resource Bank.
With the completion of their responsibilities to prepare

a docu-

ment for Ford, the REL group felt they had completed their obligations
to the Center.

Even though accused of isolationism and elitism by the

Center faculty, it was apparent that REL had had a significant impact on
the Center.

One of the most significant changes had been the inclusion

of students (almost exclusively REL members) in the Center faculty

meetings and in most Center operations.

In addition, the Center's re-

vised program of study for the next academic year was to include some
aspects of the REL program (group advisory system, resource bank)

.

How-

ever, even though the words were similar, it was obvious to REL that

their program and its intent was again misunderstood.

The group made another attempt to interface with the School of Edu-

cation by setting up a meeting with Dwight Allen to discuss the program
they had developed.

This meeting, scheduled for 5:30 one morning in

early May, only served to confirm the group's decision to remain rela-

tively uninvolved with the School.

It was clear that their emphasis on

human relations and group process was inconsistent with Dean Allen's approach to educational change (which was power oriented and stressed high
visibility).

The meeting was helpful because it explained why the group

.
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had been unsuccessful in working within the School of Education structure, but on the other hand, if left the group feeling more alienated

than ever.

The first year of the program ended with a concluding retreat at
Bill Idol's home.

Again, using an NTL model (half T-group, half organi-

zational development), the group explored their present status and made

plans for the following fall.

The two facilitators for this retreat

were Rich Kleiner, who organized the organizational development section,
and Eunice Parisi, who facilitated the T-group portion.

The important

outcome was that, despite the setbacks of the year, REL member relationships were stronger than ever, and members were willing to make definite

commitments about future involvements.

Following are some excerpts

from a paper written by Bill Idol that summarized the year (both the

development of the program and the development of the REL group)
Program - Some common threads ran throughout the
philosophies and hopes of the Core Planning Group,
particularly a keen interest in the human considerations which are a part of any decision and a corresponding leadership responsibility to weigh most
heavily those considerations in any action underA basic assumption of the Core Planning
taken.
that there must be congruence between
was
Group
the process and content of any learning .. .This
meant that this program, which seeks to encourage
leadership, must replace the traditional dependency of the faculty-student relationship with a
process congruent with the autonomy of selfdirection.
Group - When we began as REL in September of 1969,
we each thought we were in a task-oriented group,
a group financed to plan a program in educational
leadership. There was a real sense of urgency
(namely getting funded for the next year), but
what quickly became clear was that our perceptions
of the task were very different. What happened

,
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was we then changed into a self-directing, agendasetting, group (although still fooling ourselves
into thinking we were working on a shared task)
and frustration, non-productiveness and feelings
of being limited overtook us all.
Between December and March we dropped out in our various styles,
and REL seemed to be dead (only three of us showed
any interest in returning to the program) ... In
April we got back together, not to work on the muddied task, but to recognize that we missed each other-that we had been through a lot of crap together
(much of which we didn't create) and, despite the
frustration, we had taught, cared for and learned
from each other. We decided to continue our association as REL even though we would not be Fordfunded and would not have a common task. To this
end, we hired two trained facilitators and took a
two and a half day retreat to work on interpersonal
baggage we had shoved under the table. This was in
early June, and then we took various roads for the
summer.
(Idol, 1970, pp. 246 and 250)

Although the group as a whole would not reconvene until fall,

many of the members shared summer experiences.

Due to John's enthusiasm

for Outward Bound (0. B.), three REL members had decided to spend part

of the summer at 0.
0.

B.

B.

schools.

Dorcas treked off to the Minnesota

School and then concluded her summer consulting for the Maryland

Association of Student Councils.
cane Island 0.

B.

in Maine.

John, Mike and Nick headed to Hurri-

Bill S. Spent his summer consulting in

Virginia with two faculty members from the School of Education.
was off to Philadelphia to join her parents.

Bill

I.

Lynne

attended an NTL

laboratory session to sharpen his group process skills.

Rich attended

an Office of Economic Opportunity evaluation workshop in New Hampshire.

Lyman attended an environmental workshop at the Renslerville Institute
on Man and His Environment.
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Year Two

September of 1970 began under much different circumstances than
had the previous fall.

REL members were continuing to go in their own

individual directions and were not as involved with the group as a
total.

They did, however, resume their contact according to the plan

developed the previous spring.

A mechanism had been arranged over the

summer through CADRE (Committee on Alternative Designs for Reform in
Education) to give REL members three credits for group participation.

A format was designed to have each REL member present a seminar to the
rest using a rotating leadership model (see page
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)

.

In order to

balance this class time, the group also scheduled time for group maintenance.

They thought this would alleviate some of the conflicts they

had experienced the previous year in attempting to deal with task and

maintenance issues at the same meeting.
One of the early issues for the group was the membership/participation; to what extent could one not participate in group activities
and still be a REL member?

Rich and Bill S. were preparing to take

their oral comprehensive exams that fall and were feeling pressure because of this.

They anticipated that their attendance at group functions

would fall off and the group wondered what this would mean, and whether
the group could function with partial members.

Rich reacted adversely

and told
to the use of the T-group model as a mode for communications
sesthe group that he wanted to participate only in the task/seminar

sions.

could not
Bill S. wanted to come to both kinds of sessions, but

promise regular attendance.

Lynne and Nick also had time constiaints.
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They had contracted to be co-coordinators
of the Orchard Hill Residential
College at the University (Boys,
1972) as a humanistic intervention
in
administration, and would also be unavailable
much of the time.

One of

the ways REL decided to overcome their
predicament was to have all

group meetings at Orchard Hill.

This had an additional sidelight, as

Lynne and Nick’s secretary at Orchard Hill,
Carolyn Ussailis, adopted
the group.

She provided REL with an expert secretary.

One of Nick and Lynne's additional commitments
for the semester was
to teach a course at Orchard Hill

(The Residential College, 0H395)

Dorcas, now a senior at Smith College, enrolled.

,

and

She provided excellent

feedback and support for the pair in their first team
teaching experience,

John, Mike and Bill

I.

again were heavily involved in C.L.A., as

they were receiving stipends once again.

John and Mike shared responsi-

bility for the Center's "Introduction to Educational Administration"
course.

In addition, John also became the C.L.A.

representative to the

school council.
Bill Idol's responsibility was organizing a meeting with the new

Ford Fellows (the Ford program had been refunded).

The meeting was held

to discuss the present status of the Ford program and share some of REL's

experiences.

This meeting proved to be quite eventful, as the new Fords

were obviously not in the same place as the REL group members.

Most of

the new students were minority group members, whose main concern was

urban education.

They were much more oriented toward the "power" model

of leadership and felt that REL's offer of assistance was an insult.
It became even clearer that REL's collaborative model was incomprehensible

.
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to most of the people in their
field.

The third weekend in September
the group did meet as a whole
for
the Second Annual Fall Retreat at
Lyman's in Vermont. The facilitators
this time were Eunice Paris! and Dr.
William Kraus.

The retreat gave

people an opportunity to share their
goals and concerns for the year
with other members.

And more significant, they reconfirmed
their com-

mitment to the group model for support and
feedback and decided to continue REL for the year.
Again, it is significant to note the individual
activities of the

group members which were in process.

Lyman, by this time, had been

fully integrated into the group as a regular
member (non-staff), although
he still behaved in a "protector" role towards
some of the group members.

On October 15, Bill Scheel became the first member
of REL to pass his

comprehensive exam.

Prior to that day, group members provided Bill

with a mock comprehensive and their support proved helpful
Some of the early task sessions dealt with group problem solving
and the group's attempt to become a think- tank-team.

These sessions

were stimulating and taught members the necessary skills needed to lead

problem solving exercises.

John and Rich became particularly sophistica-

ted in these techniques, as well as gaming and simulation skills and

represented the School of Education at the 1970 White House Conference
on Children and Youth.

Nick, meanwhile, had begun his second year as the Amherst College

Hockey Coach, to which he applied many of his group dynamics skills.
He also decided to try a new experiment in his life style by moving
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into a communal living arrangement with eight other
people at a big farm

house in Conway, Massachusetts.

This proved a worthwhile experience not

only for Nick, but for other members of REL who became exposed
to this
alternate living arrangement.
Rich became the second REL member to pass his orals.

In his orals

he attempted to show verbally and visually a concept he had developed

over a three year period called "Responsitivity" (responding with sensi-

tivity in an organizational setting).

Most students' comprehensives

represented a competitive faculty vs. the lone student situation.

Rich

broke from this norm to include John, Lyman and Bill I., as well as his
faculty, in an extensive dialogue rather than a traditional testing

situation.

This concept was later expanded by several other group

members in their orals.
Also during the month of December, Bill

I.

informed the group that

he planned to go to California for some extensive Gestalt therapy

training under Dr. George Brown, University of California, Santa Barbara.
Bill had been a major catalyst for group maintenance and during his ab-

sence the group met rarely, as individuals proceeded in their respec-

tive directions.

Dorcas was active in the Smith College Human Rela-

tions Committee and was student teaching at an alternative school in

Springfield; Lyman was starting work on a School of Education catalog
that he was doing for Dean Allen; Bill S. and Rich were writing their

dissertations; Lynne was continuing at Orchard Hill with Nick, who was
also involved with hockey at Amherst; and John and Mike were still in-

volved with the Introduction to Educational Administration course at
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the Center for Leadership and Administration.
In early February, Nick and Lynne decided to expand
the Rich Andre

model and design a joint oral examination based on their internship
ex-

perience at Orchard Hill.

As weeks went by, other REL members decided

to join the two, thus enlarging the multi-comp to five people (Lynne,

Nick, John, Lyman and Bill I.).

Mike held his comprehensive exam prior

to the Five-Comps and utilized Bill I., John and Lyman in his design.

The Five-Comp group arranged a date in late May and began working out
the details, which were many.

One of the logistics problems was faculty participation:
We first focused on which and how many faculty we
wanted. There were two particular tensions for us
in this process:
(1) Tension between the total of
our individual faculty choices and our choice for
ideal size of a working group, and (2) Tension between choosing faculty who knew us well or choosing
faculty who didn’t know us, but we thought could
provide effective participation in an experiment
like this one.
We finally chose seven faculty-Blanchard, Carew, Eve, Flight, Kesselheim, Kraus
and Wideman--who, for us, reflect compromises
(REL, 1971, p. 257)
among these tensions.

The pre-comp planning with its confusion and frustration turned out to
be an important part of the learning for the members involved.

It was

in many ways a real test for the collaboration model they had so often

philosophized about.

The content of the comprehensive exams also re-

flected the REL program in its emphasis of the value of synergy:
Our common focus here is the evolution of our individual leadership styles, which though differing
among the five of us, have in common the questioning of... often held assumptions about leaders and
leadership. The individual areas of focus are:
Me as a team-builder--focusing on building
Nick:
Applying Gestalt Therapy to
for himself: Bill I.:
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Educational Administration--how I combine the
roles of headmaster, therapist and team-builder;
John
Outward Bound- -a personal discovery
methodology, a teacher training technique, a
group development process; Lynne
The leader as
a chameleon, an evolving leadership style, the
process of integrating the self into leadership
roles; Lyman
Goal Development for Educational
Leadership--the leader as generalist, the generalist as human being, the human being as leader.
(REL, 1971, pp. 257 and 259)
:

:

:

The Five-Comps also demonstrated REL's belief that existing institutional structures could be modified and made more consistant with their

value system.
There was no spring REL retreat, as the Five-Comps served this purpose.

All the group members were present and provided support as well

as active participation in the events of the two days.

Faculty involve-

ment was unique in that they participated as equals with the students,
and not as "evaluators."
all involved.

This led to good dialogue and learning for

It was generally agreed by all participants that the

f

group comprehensive was an improvement over the traditional comprehensive exam format.

This new oral design was the impetus for a number of

other multi-student comprehensives at the School of Education.
The summer of 1971 saw most of the people in REL once again spread
out throughout the country.

had graduated.

By September, Rich and Bill S. and Dorcas

Bill S. took a position as headmaster of Christ Church

School, Christ Church, Virginia.

Rich and his family moved to Brazil

as director of
to become staff members of Brazil's Space Institute,

their educational TV satalite programming.

Dorcas, after spending her

to Amherst to become
summer as an Outward Bound instructor, returned

level in CLA.
the first Ford Fellow at the Master Degree

John spent
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the summer once again at Hurricane Island, and upon returning to
Amherst,

coordinated an Outward Bound program that he had arranged between Hurricane Island and CLA.

This program was a success and is now an integral

part of the Center (and the Teacher Education program at the School of
Education)

.

Nick also spent part of his summer at Hurricane Island

Outward Bound School after resigning from his position at Orchard Hill.
He planned to spend the coming year writing his dissertation and con-

tinuing with the Amherst Hockey program.

His job assignment at the

Center was to help coordinate the CLA field experience program.

Lynne

traveled extensively in the northwest and participated in an Esalen workshop in San Francisco.

Her involvement in the Center included member-

ship on the CLA Steering Committee and Evaluation Committee (this was

helpful, since her dissertation was to involve evaluation of the program)

.

Lyman was the only returning group member not being funded by
He had spent the summer completing a re-

the Ford Leadership program.

port to President Wood (president of the University of Massachusetts)

concerning the Future of the University

,

and began writing his book/

dissertation about Dwight Allen's tenure at the School of Education (in
collaboration with the Dean)

.

Mike stayed in Amherst over the summer

to work at CLA planning an undergraduate administrative internship

program which he coordinated in the fall.

He finished the summer as a

staff member for a workshop for Massachusetts Student Councils.

Bill I.

remained in Amherst through the summer, coordinating the efforts to
implement a peer group advisory system (L-group) for all students at
CLA.

instructor
In August he returned to California to intern as an
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of psychology at the John F. Kennedy University.

Year Three

In the fall of 1971 REL continued to function as a group and re-

mained separate from the Ford program which had been funded for the
third year.

Because of their experience in attempting to orient

Ford II the previous year, REL maintained a low profile throughout the
fall orientation events.

on an individual basis.

Once again, their Center involvement was only
Bill

I.

flew back from California to lead two

three-day workshops on "Gestalt in Organizations."

These workshops in

some ways paralleled the retreats that the REL group had attended early
in their program, and were designed to facilitate L-group communications.

Lynne and Nick were the only REL members who participated.

1971-1972 for REL was characterized by a new form of interaction,
as the group was once again forced to modify its process in order to

survive.

Since three members had left Amherst and four members remained

in close contact through their living arrangements (Dorcas and Lynne

were roommates, as were Mike and Nick), formal group meetings seemed unnecessary.

This did not, however, inhibit the group's interaction.

The

main focus, for most, was the completion of their programs at the University of Massachusetts and continued personal growth experiences

.

For

continued to
both these goals, the REL support and feedback mechanisms
the concept of unity
be important and REL was once again able to maximize

and diversity in their development.

The following is a summary of the

individual activities during the year.

.
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Dorcas spent a great deal of her time traveling,
doing independent study on schools utilizing outdoor (Outward Bound- like) programs as part of their
curriculum.
She attended a Ford Foundation student
meeting in Chicago and spent a month in Moscow,
USSR.
Upon her return she became involved in setting up an alternative school program for Janus
House (a house for youths)
She and another student from the University of Massachusetts will be
the Directors of the Omnibus program (an alternative school) when it opens in September, 1972.
Nick once again became heavily involved in coaching
hockey.
He and Lynne continued their team efforts
as consultants and submitted a proposal for a joint
dissertation (determined to be not feasible at the
.

.

time)
Lynne taught an undergraduate course in group dynamics with a friend during the fall semester.
Lyman continued his work on his book and completed
the School of Education Catalog (a collage of documents, magazines and drawings designed to capture
Lyman's
the flavor of the School of Education.
wife, Susan (who by this time had become an integral part of REL) received her doctorate in EducaSusan and Lyman,
tion (Aesthetics) in January.
with their two children, Judith and Bethy, also
spent a month exploring Africa.
John spent the year developing and expanding the
Outward Bound program at CLA and the School of
Education. Outward Bound was also his dissertation topic.
Bill Idol continued to develop his group skills in
California by working at Awareness House (a drug
treatment center in Berkeley) and at Contra Costa
Mental Health (a community treatment center for
Lynne and Nick visited him in
mental patients)
early spring to explore the possibilities of
working together in California.
Mike left the University of Massachusetts in January to begin his internship under Rick DeLone at the
Addiction Services Agency in New York City, returning twice a month to teach his undergraduate interns.
.

Since REL members were now scattered, Lynne (whose dissertation
the communitopic was the documentation of the REL program) evolved as

cations link for the group.

Because of feedback received, she began to

together again.
see that there was a need for bringing the group

She

.
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wrote a proposal for a mini-grant from CLA which was approved.

This

proposal enabled all REL members to return to Amherst (except Rich in
Brazil) to participate in another weekend retreat.

At the retreat, Lynne was able to collect follow-up data for her

dissertation.

This data also provided valuable feedback to individuals

because it dealt with their growth (as they viewed it and as others

viewed it) over the past three years.

They then focused on sharing

frustrations experienced by individuals in job situations (including a
letter on this topic from Rich)
Past, present and future.
I find it increasingly
difficult to work in a system which runs counter to
my values (at least, that's how I see it). I know
I'm learning, but what other effect is taking place?
...I'm so... tired of fighting systems... I have to
figure out if it is worth it. Not every fight is
(Miller, 1971, p. 15)
worth fighting.

Energy was then turned to finding a solution--establishing

a

network to

continue the support and resource functions of REL (Appendix G).

For

REL members it was obvious that the concept of the "lonely leader" would

never be acceptable, and they had developed and would continue to expand upon a new leadership model, based on human values and the need
for collaboration.

.
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CHAPTER

V

ANALYSIS

This study was designed to provide a means of gathering and analyzing data about the REL program and its applicability as a model for

training humanistic educational leaders.

Chapter V is primarily con-

cerned with presenting and analyzing data with which to evaluate the
REL program.

Donald

L.

Kirkpatrick recommends three criteria for use in

evaluating training programs:

(1)

reactions of the trainees,

(2)

attempts

to measure what learning took place, and (3) attempts to measure changes
in behavior (Kirkpatrick,

focus of this analysis.

These three criteria are used as the

1960),

The primary vehicle for this analysis was the

use of the original assumptions, characteristics and program elements
(abstracted from the Ford Leadership Program proposal draft, dated

September 26, 1969; Appendix

E)

as an overlay on the experiences of the

REL group members
In analyzing the assumptions,

characteristics and elements of the

REL program, the investigator attempted to balance her own perceptions
of the program (the data presented in the case study) with the percep-

tions of the other group members (the data gathered from the interview
schedule).

In this chapter,

the assumptions, characteristics and ele-

ments will be evaluated separately to determine the degree to which
each was accomplished and their relative value in terms of developing
a training program for humanistic educational leaders.

.

.
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Assumptions

The assumptions are the same as the program goals in that they

represent the traits the REL group felt were necessary for educational
leadership.

These traits have been abbreviated as follows:

ational freedom,

(2)

orientation,

framework and

(5)

human insight,
(6)

(3)

technical skills,

(4)

(1)

situ-

growth

self-motivation and self-direction.

When group members were asked to rank order these traits in terms
of their relative importance for leadership, there was no majority

agreement on any of the traits ranked.

These responses reconfirmed

that REL members agreed in general about leadership traits, but not

specifically on their importance.
In order to determine the extent to which the REL program suc-

ceeded in developing leaders with the traits listed above, the leadership data collected for Table

Table

I.

6

was adapted for presentation in

It should be noted that no ratings were given where the in-

vestigator could not make direct connections between the categories.
The results of these ratings indicated that group members rated higher
in trait (2), human insight, than in any of the other five categories.

As described in the case study, the REL group placed increased emphasis on the development of human relations (maintenance functions,

group process and interpersonal skills), which is reflected by the high
scores in trait

(2)

This human relations focus does not appear to have

negatively affected the acquisition of technical skills, since most
group members also had high ratings in trait

Another conclusion derived from Table

I

(3)

was that the program

n
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emphasized self-motivation and self-direction.
rating in this trait, number (6).

Bill S. had the highest

This might be attributed to the fact

that he was the first to graduate from the program, and other
members
felt that in order to graduate early he had to be highly self-motivated.
In summary,

sight.

the REL group appeared to have highly valued human in-

This trait is also the basis of humanistic leadership and its

importance to the REL program is an indication of the applicability of
this program as a model for training humanistic educational leaders.

Characteristics

The six program characteristics represent the structural outline
of the REL program.

It was

hypothesized that if the program developed

along these lines, it would create an environment conducive for training educational leaders.

When asked (during the interview schedule) to

rank the characteristics in order of their importance to the program,
no more than four members agreed on the same highest ranking characteristic.

Again, there was general agreement with the overall structure,

but each individual had very different perceptions of the best way to
go about achieving the kind of environment desired.

REL group members,

throughout the program, continued to share many of the same goals and
values, but proceeded to accomplish these in their own individual ways.

Each of the characteristics is discussed individually because of
its significance in the program development.
(1)

"We must build a program which can change and grow in re-

sponse to the changing needs of the participants and changes in the
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relevant environment (flexibility)."
As can be clearly seen from the description of the REL program's

development, members were provided with maximum flexibility to respond
to their own needs.

The latitude of experience undertaken by individuals

in the program, both on their own and with other group members, is im-

pressive in its diversity and depth.

Table

2

summarizes the individual

growth experiences as well as a "core" of experiences common
group members, which were described in the case study.

all

tO'

These "core"

experiences were catalysts to program development and acted as

a

starting point for individual exploration.
Crucial for this broad range of experimentation was the emphasis
on individualized programs and elasticity of the group.

Participation

was flexible in the sense that individual association was never mandatory, but based on individual choice and need.

In addition,

group or-

ganization and structure was responsive to the growth of individuals
and the group as a whole.

After the initial group identity stage (see case study)

,

group

leadership was constantly changing depending on the situation faced by
the group (group needs)

illustrated in Figure

The leadership model developed by REL is

.

1.

individual member

•group leadership

Fig.

1.

Spoke model of leadership.

;

'

n'

i
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The ’’spoke" model enabled the leadership of the group
to be shared

equally or for one individual member to act as leader when it
was
agreed (implicitly or explicitly) that he/she was the
appropriate
leader for the particular needs of the group at the time.
(2)

"The program must respond to the individual needs of each par-

ticipant (as determined through individual awareness of needs)."

Learning to diagnose and express your own needs is vital to the
leadership functions as described in this paper.

The experience of REL

indicated that a significant way to accomplish this is to gain selfawareness skill.
One important area for self-knowledge is knowing your own weaknesses or those things which an individual needs to improve upon in order

to be a "fully functioning person" (Rogers, 1969).

REL members, at

several points during their program, systematically assessed their weak-

nesses to determine what to work on.

These assessments or inventories

were done by individuals and then the lists were circulated to other
group members to add to or comment on.

This exercise not only helped

individuals to gain skills in self diagnosis, but also provided oppor-

tunities to give and receive feedback from others which is vital to
personal change (Kolb, Winter and Berlew, 1968).

In Table

3

it is

interesting to note that some individual’s lists of weaknesses increased
from the first year to the third year.

This can be attributed to im-

proved individual’s ability to assess his own needs and to be responsive to the needs of others.
in certain areas of concern

It is also important to see the increase

(i.e., technical skills in 1970, to more

.
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TABLE
What

3

Summary of Individual Responses to:
I would like to improve (weaknesses)

1970

1972

DORCAS:
Practice what I preach
re human relations; let myself be
me; teamwork; technical writing;
risk taking; playing by other
people's rules.

Listing too many weaknesses; too task
oriented; up tight about detail; not
straight about my anger; let things
build up to crisis before I deal with
them; uncomfortable dealing with people with different values; not flexible as would like; don't play enough;
don't do things I know I would enjoy.

LYMAN:
Non-political; lack of confidence in self; inconsistent;
poorly organized, poor organizer'
not aggressive enough; too high expectation of self and others; dislike confrontations.

Improving; smoke too much' accept demands of others; still too high expectation of self and others; trouble
making personal decisions.

NICK:

Did not participate.

Seeing big picture; integrating; communicating clearly to others frustrating; staying in the here and now.

MIKE:
Clear, concise writing;
traditional educational experience (i.e., teaching).

Ability to withstand conflict; clear,
concise writing; impatience with self
and others; lack acceptance of own
strengths; hyperactive.

JOHN:
Organizing self; thinking
of others first; tolerating conservatives and bigots; being
straight; being on time; planning;

Organizing self; don't listen enough;
relating to minorities; hard to read.

dealing with bureaucracies; poor
task orientation; can't get nitty
gritty done.

Dealing with hostility;
BILL S:
technical skills of being "change
agent"; lack knowledge of business; limited diagnostic and
analytical skills

Take self (job) too seriously; need
to see positive side; too controlled.

BILL I: Maintain balance between
people and task concern; communicate with those having opposite
positions; seeing the other
side--other opinions.

Difficulty taking attack or rejection; lack of administrative experience; hard on self; letting others
"judge" me.

LYNNE:

Editing; statistics.

Doing what others want--not what I
want; impatience with others; not
expressing negative feelings.

.
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human skills in 1972) which again clearly shows the REL group's emphasis
on humanistic leadership.

"The program must be based on the concept of 'learning

(3)

periences' rather than the traditional course structure.

ex-

People have

different learning needs, modes and rates (learning experience)."
The concept of "learning experiences" was central to individual
and group development.

Table

2

that members developed skills and tested and experimented with

new behaviors.
cess:

It was through these experiences seen in

(1)

Again, the REL group used a two part assessment pro-

individuals assessing themselves and

(2)

individuals re-

ceiving feedback from other group members, for development of

inventory (Table

4

)

.

a skills

This inventory process first developed in 1969

was repeated during the interview schedule and clearly shows a great in-

crease in skills over the three years.

These cover a wide range (from

playing guitar to values clarification) and indicate

a

variety of in-

terests and skills which the group was able to bring together because of
the flexibility of their learning environment.
reThe range of experiences appears to be greater than usually

training.
sults from a traditional classroom approach to leadership

with the vast
The "learning experiences" approach provided individuals
and technical developamounts of resources important for their personal

ment.

requirements for its
Since the School of Education had no credit

along these lines
doctoral program, REL members were able to develop
(as would unfortunaterelatively unhampered by institutional constraints

settings)
ly be the case in most university

.

.

.

TABLE 4
Skills Inventory

Individual instruction; enthuNICK:
siasm; helping group get untight;
"nice guy" impact; fundamental questioning; personal communication—
"being straight"; counseling.

Teaching; coaching; org. behavior-diagnosis; management/administration; counseling (groups. Gestalt); Outward Bound; "system"
diagnostic skills; resource connecting; "need" (people's) diagnostic skills; confidence; self-diagnosis; verbal communication;
listening; shorter lag time; takes fun less seriously; metaphorical and reflective; self-organization; able to read much
between self and situation; more genuine; play guitar.

Insight; clear thinking; org
LYNNE:
tasks; getting things done; expressing directions; writer; monitoring
task meetings; detecting personal
needs of others; information center.

Evaluation; better able to relate with others; happy/wild
clothes; confidence in self; problem solving; human relations
and group skills; "school" vocabulary; management theory; proposal writing; teaching; personal need undertaking and communication; values clarification; not getting into things not wanting to do; playing more; communicate clearer sense of self;
executing important things, i.e., retreat; guitar.

Coordinator; writer; lieutenLYMAN:
ant general; humanizing--experiencing
feeling and concern; perspective
(realistic, idealistic)

Self-acceptance, writing; "develoose"; yoga; base guitar; jewelrisk taking; trust/
ry; org. analysis; group process-dynamics
love--showing these openly; helping/being helped; sense awareness; creative problem solving; paying attention-being with;
enjoying; commitment making; decision making; non-performing/
confidence; appreciation of difference; getting untrapped; responsibility for self; educational solidity— affective education;
clearer communication of emotions.

JOHN:
"Crap detector"; stand-up
talker; interpreter; mediator; supporter; expressing ideas and self;
controlling discussions; innovative
approaches; steadying influence;
Outward Bound.

Synetics; no longer avoid confrontations; listening; observing;
diagnosing; how to work with my rhythm of life/pace; proposal
writing; ski touring; nutrition diagnosis; creative problem
solving; value clarification; taking risks with others; more
open, honest about feelings; Aikido; leatherwork; Outward Bound;
interracial relations; willingness to wing it in front of "big
people"; jargon; "letting go"; sense of humor about self; develop ability to concentrate intensively for brief periods of
time; consultant skills; management/coordinator/administrative;
Outward Bound

DORCAS:
Commitment/concern; group
maintenance; follow-up goal orientation; procedural matters; getting the
whole idea and developing it; detecting future needs and patterns of potential; action; bringing the group
back

Synetics; loose; fiar amount of group process skills; org. dev.;
better knowing how to go about oding things (resources, processes); becoming more aware of self; responsibility to needs and
wants of self; ask for things I want (sometimes); Outward Bound;
hitchhiking; confidence to do what I'm doing; develop more
leadership skills; develop writing skills; ability to bullshit;
less of a fraidy-cat; know things I'm afraid of but deal with
them; some curriculum; value clarification; Tai-chi; being able
to go new places, meet new people; ability to test self a lot;
self growth; in touch; sharing; learned about relationship with
others; making camping equipment/designing; making bread;
mechanic; evaluation.

RICH:
Presenting thoughts to outsiders; exploring; charing/organizing; analysis; aesthetic/creative

Rich did not complete this inventory.

;

communication; generating excitement/ideas; developing patterns of
approaches to educational problems.
MIKE:
Synthesizing/summing up; picking up nitty-gritty and following
through; academician; exploring;
taking responsibility.

Evaluation; making decisions (self-confidence); reading agendas;
ability to get in touch with self, values/emotions/etc.; knowledge of ed/participation; greater clarity of speech and ideas;
knowing what I want; gut-level sense of professionalism; being
loved/more relaxed; supportive; more joy; knowing/sharing competence

BILL I.:
Contacts; bringing in new
ideas jresources energy; ideas; presentation of group's ideas; Devil's
advocate; insightful oral presentations; feeling, not analyzing.

Group leadership skills; therapeutic skills; contacting self;
confidence/risk taking; tolerance for chaos/patience/ability to
change; responsibility for self; commitment; acceptance of subjective reality; flexibility; maturity; ability to move in and
out of professional settings; warm; mustache; letting vulnerability show (sometimes).

BILL S.: Moderation/tolerance;
steadiness; reliability; analyzing/
presenting traditional perspective
to new thoughts; front man.

Diagnosis; ability to change mind without feeling threatened;
human relations; courage; more honest with feelings; curriculum
development; change (theory and practice); environments/human;
affective education; future orientation; values clarification;
self-confidence; personal solidity; strength.

.

;
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(4)

"The program must make optimum use of the resources available

to it."

One of the most valued and well utilized resources of the REL pro-

gram was its human resources, particularly its own membership.

Table

2

we can get some indication of the number of activities shared

by several members as they developed their individual programs.
include:

From

These

Outward Bound (in which five members participated), Gestalt

(three members)

,

teaching (four members)

,

Student Affairs Staff (three

members), group facilitators (three members), and several other experiences shared by two members.

In many cases, the exposure to or contact

with a particular experience was directly due to the encouragement of

another group member.

This contagion effect indicates the group’s

optimum use of its human resources.

Another use of the group as a primary resource is seen in the development of skills which were not a direct result of individual experiences, but rather a result of the synergistic (mutually beneficial in-

terdependence, Maslow, 1965) effects of group process.

Among these

synergistic effects was the group's problem solving capability and consulting skills.

Group members also sought and utilized outside re-

were not as
sources effectively on an individual or dyadic basis, but

Gerry
successful in utilizing these resources (i.e., Oscar Mims,

Witherspoon, etc.) as a group.
(5)

learned is how it is
"Of nearly equal significance to what is

learned.

physical, emotional
Learning takes place along a continuum of

high (experiential) to low
and intellectual involvement ranging from

81

(theoretical)

.

Our bias is toward the experiential (experiential

learning)

The following quotation best states the importance of the charac-

teristic by giving an example of how it operated in terms of one REL
member:

The Group allowed me to develop at my own pace and
in my own way; I can't
overestimate the value of
being allowed to develop within a three year cycle
--by (a) providing the proper pressures and support
at the right times, (b) the divergence and homogenity of the group and (c) the human element, that
uncontrollable factor, seemed to fit my needs in
terms of personality type, skills, etc.
Footnote-my three year cycle: Year 1 - reflection and developing trust; Year 2 - experimentation, validation of self; Year 3 - risk taking, direct utilization of skills."
(Lehan, 1972)
Each individual in REL was given the opportunity to experiment with

options and to learn for him/her self in his/her own way what his/her

particular leadership direction and style would be.

Although "group

think" (Janis, 1971) could have been a real threat to individual creativity, REL was able to insure individual integrity and valued indi-

vidual decision making and development.

Although the experiences in Table

2

reflect the group's emphasis

on experiential learning (i.e., Outward Bound, "T" groups, workshops),

this should not be taken to indicate a lack of theoretical or intel-

lectual exploration.

The difference between REL and more traditional

approaches was primarily in the ability of members to pursue intelprofeslectual activity based on felt needs rather than curricular or
sorial demands.

Thus, the group was able to achieve

intrinsic

more meaningful
learning, which according to Maslow (1971) should be far
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in the long run than traditional extrinsic learning.
(6)

"Only the individual student can best decide what he needs to

learn and whether he has learned it (student evaluation)."
If a leader is self-motivated and self-directed, it then follows

that he/she is the one best able to evaluate his/her progress.

Table

presents individualized goal statements (personal and program goals)

written by REL members at the beginning of their program and their final
assessment of their accomplishment of these goals.
are able to infer some things about the program.

of eight program goals were accomplished.

From this table we
First, only one out

This reflects the events

which took place during the three years of the REL program which led to
the separation of the REL group from the Ford Program in the Center for

Leadership in Administration, thus aborting most of the original attempts to accomplish these program goals.

Also from Table

5,

we see further evidence of the program's flexi-

bility in terms of providing individuals with opportunities and freedom
to direct their own experience to meet their own needs.

For the most

part, individuals seem to have accomplished their goals and therefore,
in terms of self-evaluation, the program was a success for the partici-

pants

.

Another means of measuring the ability of the REL program to provide for student decision making and evaluation is to look at the results in terms of the leadership styles which were developed.

indicates how different individual leadership development was.

Table

During

traits they
the interview schedule, individuals listed the leadership
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IAdLc

b

Goals Assessment
D

M

N

LM LB iBIi BS
|

J

R

|

Personal Goals
1.

Gain skills in group dynamics

z.

Laooratory tor group development

3.

Gam

technical skills (admin

4.

Learn to be self-directing

5.

Develop a contact system

6.

Unleash potential (self

7

.

8.
9.

$

Y

8

others)

Learn to write proposals

Contribute to the School of Education
Study about leadership

10.

Problem solving

11.

Insight into human situations

Y

-

Y

Y

__

Y

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

Y

S

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

Y

ldrshp)

Y

Y

Y

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

_

S

-

Y

_

_

_

-

-

-

-

_

Y

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

S

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

Y

12.

Become more oriented to growth

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

13.

Develop a framework

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

14.

Develop strong advisory system (peer)

-

Y

-

-

-

-

-

-

Provide individualized programs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

N

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

-

-

-

_

_

N

-

-

_

-

_

-

Y

N

-

-

-

-

-

15.

8

change

Program Goals
1.

Provide resources for others

2.

Develop a model program for UMass
other administrative programs

3.
4.

8

Develop a teacher training model
Develop a resource bank

5.

Participate in Ford consortium

6.

Conduct extensive research on ldrshp

7.

Prepare educational leaders

8.

Provide atmosphere of freedom for
experimentation

Key:

Note:

-

= not a goal for that person
X = some progress made

-

Y

-

-

S
_

_

N

N

-

-

N

Y

—

N

-

-

Y = made satisfying accomplishment
N = made unsatisfying accomplishment

Bill Idol did not participate in this exercise.
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felt were important and rated themselves as to how well they
felt they

had developed these traits.

Individuals were then rated by the other

group members and an average rating was computed by the investigator.

There is relatively little discrepancy between self-scores and other
scores, which may be attributed to the effectiveness of the group process

and feedback skills developed by group members.

It appears that REL

members felt they had developed (or were developing) into the kind of
leaders they wanted to be--only three ratings were under five on a scale
of one to ten.

The leadership traits listed again reflect a strong bias

toward "human" skills as was seen in Table

We can conclude that REL

I.

group members felt they needed to learn to be more human administrators
and according to their own evaluations, have succeeded.

Elements

The four program elements,

system and

(4)

(1)

matrix,

(2)

portfolio,

(3)

advisory

resource bank, were conceptualized as the major vehicles

for carrying out the goals of the REL program.

During the interview

schedule, each REL member was asked to determine which of the elements

were most and which were least valuable to him/her.

There was a unani-

mous decision that the peer advisory system had been the most valuable
and that the matrix had been least valuable.

The investigator discussed

each element according to the rank order established from the interview

schedule--advisory system, resource offerings, portfolio and matrix.

Advisory system
(1)

peer group and

.

(2)

The advisory system was developed in
faculty.

tvvo

paits.

The emphasis from the beginning of the
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REL program was on the development of a strong peer advisory
system,
since most of the individuals in the group had experienced the inade-

quacies of "traditional" advisory systems.

This peer system was to

accomplish three major objectives:
(1)

Provide a supportive home base in the midst
of the depersonalized institutional structure of the University.

(2)

Provide the personal feedback necessary for
self awareness, self direction and growth.

(3)

Provide a basic introduction to interpersonal and group leadership skills.

(from Appendix E)

Figure

2

illustrates the group's changing self-perceptions at two

check points (January 1970 and April 1972)

.

Since 1970 the peer

group’s self-concept has become much more positive.

itself as a group which
tity,

(3)

(1)

REL clearly saw

is well defined in membership,

shares a common purpose,

(4)

(2)

has iden-

has ease of communications and

feedback between members (except Rich, whose response indicated his
feelings of physical isolation from the group)
cision making processes and
structure.

(6)

,

(5)

has effective de-

is a horizontal rather than hierarchial

The group did not have explicit performance standards,

roles or policies and never had them.

This factor seems to be a re-

flection of the flexibility and individualization of learning that has
the program.
so highly been valued by group members throughout
of
Appendix D also provides a means of assessing the functioning

group to L-groups
the REL peer advisory system by comparing the REL
CLA.
(peer faculty advisory groups) functioning in

Although it was not

group to other similar
the intent of this study to compare the REL
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groups, it may be of interest to look at the results of the
L-group

evaluation, since the L-groups were a spin-off of the peer
advisory group
concept.

This may also provide data for a follow-up study on the REL

program.

One of the issues that the group continued to deal with during the
three years was the balance between the task (production) and relationship (support and feedback) functions of the group.

Individaul com-

mitments to different levels of task and maintenance were indicated by
members placing their initials on Table

7

Although the table does not

reflect large changes in individual positioning on the charts, there are
some general trends that may be helpful to mention.

Relationships

seemed to rise and task emphasis decrease (with the exception of Rich
who, once again, would have liked the group to focus on global problems)

.

The need for a support group did not end when REL group members
left Amherst.

Group members, as much as possible, tried to find work

environments in which they could continue to grow personally.

became the co-director of an alternative school.

Dorcas

Bill S. became head-

master of a school which he felt was small enough for him to effect
meaningful change.

Bill

I.

began work on a training program for di-

rectors of drug centers which was very similar to the REL program.

Mike also saw drug training as a place to utilize his skills.

In

Rich’s work in Brazil, he was able to put his Responsitivity model
(responding humanely in organizations) into operation.

continue his work with Outward Bound.

John was to

Nick concentrated his full time

human
efforts at Amherst College, using atheletics as a vehicle for
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growth.

Lyman and Lynne had not decided where they could best utilize

their human potential

.

In their attempts to find or create organiza-

tional environments conducive to humanistic leadership, REL group mem-

bers found how difficult this new leadership style was to implement in
a Pattern A

(Argyris, 1969) world.

This made it even more important

for them to find a way to continue the support functions begun in REL.

At the REL workshop in April, 1972, they put into operation a post-

graduate support network (Appendix G) for this purpose.
The creation of the REL post-graduate network system was significant in that it showed that the peer support and advisory system was a

mechanism that was not only valuable as a part of the training program,
but could also be a means of self-renewal for practicing administratorleaders

.

It was clear from the information gathered that the REL group

did succeed in accomplishing the three original objectives for a peer

advisory group (home base, feedback and developing group skills) to the
satisfaction of its members.
Faculty advisory system
effect.

.

This system was never really put into

One of the main reasons for this was that the REL group felt

they had to constantly fight off attempts by the faculty to enforce the

teacher/learner hierarchy.

In fact,

a great deal of the early energy

of the group was spent in the struggle to free themselves from the
faculty
traditional educational roles (this involved not only changing

expectations, but their own as well).

This "rebellion" against tra-

evidenced by their
dition was to have a lasting impact on the group as
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maintaining a strong independence from faculty
control and disaffiliation with the School of Education and the
Administration Center.
One negative aspect of this was that the group
did not get to utilize
some of the more valuable faculty resources until
later on in the program.

Early collaboration with faculty would probably
have been helpful

to group members as was evidenced by the positive
relationships and

real learning that took place during the Five-Comps.

Resource offerings

.

An effective resource bank or way of organi-

zing resource offerings was never fully developed by the REL
group.

The School of Education, through CADRE and the modular credit system,

provided members with an overwhelming number of resources
ample of Toff ler

’

s

[1970]

"overchoice").

(a

good ex-

Although the School of Edu-

cation environment made it unnecessary for REL to develop its own set
of resource offerings, many of the group’s experiences were outside
the School’s structure.

The concept of having an opportunity to have

learning experiences for whatever duration or to whatever depth the
learner feels is necessary for his own growth rather than traditional

time-rigid course structure, is the key to the flexibility and freedom
to learn which is so basic to the program.

"I have learned more in my

year and a half here, at least more that was worth

learning (there is so

much of what came before that

,

I

have had to unlearn)

than

in my entire previous education (Brainerd, 1970c, p. 190)."

I

had learned

This state-

ment from Lyman, who had received one of the "best" educations traditional
institutions have to offer (i.e., B.A., M.B.A., Harvard University)
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is a strong endorsement for this approach.

Portfolio

.

The portfolio system which was developed for the pro-

gram was abandoned.

Attempts to keep records of the vast number of ex-

periences proved to be cumbersome and wasteful

.

The personal experience

sheets (Appendix F) were more complicated than necessary, and REL mem-

bers found that the time required to fill them out was more than they

were willing to spend.

The second reason for abandoning the system was

that individuals found they had too many experiences to make a meaningful portfolio.

Individuals did, in fact, keep some form of portfolio

of their own design to meet their own needs.

This individualized port-

folio system did not, however, meet one of the critical requirements
for developing the system, which was to have a format which could be

easily shared with other group members, as well as outsiders.

On the

other hand, the individualized system did meet the specific needs of
individuals and so may in fact have been more appropriate for this kind

of program.

Matrix

.

The matrix proved to be the least valuable (first to be

abandoned) of the original program elements.

This system was even more

cumbersome than the portfolio, and although intrigued by the concept,
group members did not utilize it.

As originally conceptualized, the

matrix was a visualization of a thought/growth process that members
wanted to continually be conscious of.
1972

,

workshop:

As John stated at the April,

"I think the matrix represents how most people think

of their growth to some extent, and it seems to have been unnecessary
to constantly chart it (Rhoades,

1972)."

For some people the matrix

,
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might be effectively used as a tool for self evaluation,
but this aspect was not developed during the REL program.
For an overview of the effectiveness of the REL program,
it is im

portant to look at excerpts from personal statements written at the
April, 1972, workshop.
M H°w

Members were asked to answer the question:

did REL help you become a leader?"

Individual responses were

as follows:

Lyman - The frustration, uncertainty, all the
problems--and what happened when we stuck together
to do all the things that had to be done to get
here- -the trust, support, feedback, testing, that
happened both in the formal group and between me
and other members
Bill I. - REL provided time to teach me and psychological support for developing self awareness--this
refers particularly to other members of REL who
helped me deal with my "shoulds" that were keeping
me focused outwards instead of inwards (i.e.,
being busy, accomplishing, changing the world, etc.)

Lynne - REL provided a group process emphasis with
lots of freedom for personal exploration.
Bill S. - My REL experience helped me to recognize
my own inner strengths.

John - It allowed for time and freedom and personal support.
Nick - The knowledge that if I didn't take an interest in my program, no one would do it for me
(responsibility for self)... the freedom to explore
and experiment, and support from RELers was crucial
to that experimentation ... the REL experience has
been a unique one for me... it has been a test of my
communication skills (written and verbal), my self
perceptions regarding personal strengths and weaknesses, my confidence in others and my overall
human relations skill... it has had a "snowballing"
effect on my learning and growth.
Dorcas - A base for moving, learning, trying, doing,
personal support, care, interest, help.

.
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ike " ^he P eer advisory system was most
important-it placed my values in direct competition
and

^L

com-

parison with others, and necessitated a reworking
and
forced them into the open and me into directness
of
communications and behavior (REL, 1972).
These statements are in effect the most valid "evaluation"
of the

program because the things expressed were those most important
for each
individual from their own perspective and in their own words.

Summary

In summary,

it appears that the program developed and carried out by

the REL group accomplished its original goals/assumptions (i.e., to pro-

duce leaders who had

nical skills,

(4)

(1)

situational freedom,

growth orientation,

(5)

human insight,

(2)

These goals were accom-

.

plished by creating a program with the following characteristics:
flexibility,

(2)

responsive to individual needs,

experiences,

(4)

optimum utilization of resources,
(6)

tech-

a framework from which to oper-

ate and (6) self-motivation and self-direction)

periential learning and

(3)

student evaluation.

(3)

(1)

variety of learning

(5)

emphasis on ex-

Although all the assump-

tions and characteristics were achieved, their relative value to the de-

velopment of REL group members changed over the three years (in terms of
both personal and program goals)

.

The data from the interview schedule

clearly indicates that the only element necessary for the program was
the peer advisory group.

From the case study and the interview schedule,

we can clearly trace the REL program’s change in emphasis from educational

leadership training (with an attempt to balance technical and human skills
development) to humanistic educational leadership training (with a clear
goal of developing more humane leaders)
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CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
The investigator has attempted in this
final chapter to link the

development of the REL program (as described
in the case study), the
"evaluation" of this program by the participants
(as presented in the
analysis), and the related theories (discussed
in the review of the
literature)

,

together to form a new program for training
humanistic

educational leaders.

In order to more clearly describe
humanistic edu-

cational leadership, the investigator has
constructed the following

continuum of organizational environments and the leadership
styles associated with these environments:

Humanistic

Spiritual

Education

Criminal

Business

Military

111

Environment:

Leader Style:

Fig. 3.

Theory X
Pattern A

+

REL

Theory Y

Pattern

B

Theory

Z

Organizational environments and leadership style.

At the far left is the criminal environment which encourages Argyris'

Pattern A (1969) and McGregor's Theory

X

(1960)

(i.e., non-trusting, hos-

tile, authoritarian, fear-oriented) to an extreme.

The continuum pro-

gresses through the military to business and education (and other orga-

nizations labeled 'normative' by Etzioni [1961]) to the point at which

.
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the REL program operated (dotted line indicates REL's progression
from

an educational leadership program toward a humanistic educational leader-

ship program)

Pattern

B

.

Although both business and education can utilize some

(Argyris, 1969) and Theory Y (McGregor, 1960) approaches

(i.e., more open, shared leadership, etc.), these have not been integrated

into the leadership styles at these levels except in rare cases.

Pattern

B

(Argyris, 1969) leadership would operate in a humanistic en-

vironment, which to date does not exist in most of our institutions.
This would be an environment where there was trust, openness, congruence between role and personality, and most important, a high value on

self and other human beings and their growth.

This study focuses on

the development of leaders who are capable of operating in and helping
to create this more humanistic environment--one which the investigator

firmly believes must soon come into existence if our world is to survive.
The far right of the continuum represents what Maslow calls "Theory Z"
(Maslow, 1971)

leadership, which transcends the human level and approaches

the spiritual

From this continuum (Figure

3)

we can see that the REL program, al-

though farther along the continuum than traditional educational leadership training programs would be, has only begun to move into the un-

charted territory of preparing Pattern

more humanistic world.

B

(Argyris, 1969)

leaders for a

The leadership behavior of REL members after

three years in the program is described in Tables

1

and 5.

These tables

indicated by
reflect the group preference for humanistic leadership, as
congruence, flexibility
an emphasis on self-awareness, personal growth,
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and human values.

This humanistic emphasis,
however, created many
difficulties for
group members. The REL
group attempted to use a
Pattern B approach to
develop a program that would
meet Pattern A expectations
(i.e., emphasis on trust, openness and
collaboration in a system that was
based on
fear, competition, individual
accountability and secrecy). They
became
frustrated because of some of the
same difficulties described by
Bennis:
It is amusing and occasionally
frustrating to note
that the present view of
leadership ... is often construed as 'passive' or 'weak' or
'soft' or more
popularly 'permissive' and dismissed
with the same
uneasy, patronizing shrug one usually
reserves for
women who succeed, however clumsily,
to play a man's
game.
What is particularly interesting
is that the
role of leadership described here
is clearly more
demanding and formidable than any other
historical
precedent, from king to pope,
it may be that construing this new leadership role in
such passive and
insipid terms may betray some anxiety
aroused by the
eclipse of a Victorian, distant, stem and
strict
father. That may be the only kind of
authority we
have experienced firsthand and know intimately
(Bennis and Slater, 1968, p. 123).

In the spring of 1970, REL members
began to see more clearly the con-

flict between their view of leadership and the
view held by those around

them and made a decision to drop out of the
Administration Center (refusing to accept Pattern A constraints on their
program)

.

This did not

completely solve the problem, however, because REL members
were forced
to continue their individual connections with the
Administration Center.

They became somewhat schizophrenic, on the one hand surviving
because
of their ability to comply with Pattern A (Argyris, 1969) requirements
(in order to receive stipends,

credits and degrees) and on the other

hand, continuing their attempts to grow and develop toward Pattern

B

,
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(Argyxis,

1969)

for their own sanity and
fulfillment.

Laing describes

this conflict as follows:
t
) a pea s t0 rest very lar el
8
y ° n a capsch»‘L
!f ', !to the
; external
city to adapt
world... As this external human world is almost
completely and totally
estranged from the inner, any
personal direct awareness of the inner world already has
grave risks.
Those who survived have had... a capacity
for secrecy
slyness, cunning... a realistic appraisal
of the
risks ... (understanding) the hatred of
their fellows
ne en ^ a ® e ^
ur
suit
(Laing,
P
1967,
141)°

Group members continued to struggle to
change the environment, but found
that although they were able to make some
impact on the School of Educa-

tion (i.e., L-groups, Outward Bound, etc.),
they were not able to make the

environment sufficiently congruent
actualization.

with

their own needs for self-

Members felt they had to leave the University of
Massa-

chusetts to find or create more humanistic environments
where they could

operationalize what they had learned and become more congruent
and more
fully human.

The Humanistic Educational Leadership program proposed by the
in-

vestigator in this chapter is based on the clear goal of producing more
humane educational leaders

.

Persons capable of leading our society

toward a change in its basic values--to move from Pattern A to Pattern
(Argyris, 1969), from exploitation to conservation, from competition to

cooperation, from alienation to affiliation and from the pursuit of

personal/corporate interests to public interests.
"function.
1969, p.

.

These leaders would

.as a catalyst in releasing the capacity of others ... (Rogers

208)."

The leaders’ first concern must be for developing human

potential, his/her own and others.

To accomplish this, a training pro-

B

.
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gram must emphasize the personal
growth (increases in insight,
selfawareness and self-actualization) of
the potential humanistic educational leader.
A great deal of what follows
parallels the theoretical work done by

Rogers in his book. Freedom to Learn
(Rogers, 1969), where he presents
"A Revolutionary Program for Graduate
Education."

In some ways REL was

a laboratory for testing Rogers’
proposals, although this was never

consciously the intent of the group.
Rogers on two points:

(1)

REL did differ significantly with

the use of faculty as facilitators, and
(2)

the splitting of task and support groups.

The REL experience has shown

that after the initiation of the group (by a
facilitator who may or may

not be a faculty member), members can begin to share
the facilitation re-

sponsibility equally and phase out the facilitator (as

a "special person")

This phasing out is only possible if group members continue
to have ex-

posure to group process.

Faculty can be used as a resource but the pri-

mary responsibility for creating the learning environment must rest with
the individuals in the group (this is not to say that faculty would be

excluded from group membership)
The combining of the task and maintenance functions in the peer ad-

visory system appears to have been effective in REL.

Leaders-in-training

must begin to integrate their personal and professional lives if they
are to develop into "fully functioning people" (Rogers

1969).

,

This

means that they must be able to show all levels of emotions, not to

a

private group of "friends," but to their professional colleagues as well.

They should also be able to use these human skills in

a

way that facili-

.

.
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tates task accomplishment

.

Practice appears to be the best way
to de-

Vel ° P thlS abilit y and the
task/maintenance group seems to be an
appro-

priate laboratory for this learning.
One of the difficulties in most programs
for training educational
leaders or administrators has been the
institutionalization and inflexi-

bility of structure once developed.

Goldhammer states that.

It would be hazardous to seek a blueprint
for the
preparation of educational administrators, since
the results of such an approach is to institutionalize and encrust it. What might emerge may be
good for the present, but it will certainly'
impose
undue restrictions upon the future (Goldhammer,

1963, pp. 39 and 40)

With this warning in mind, the investigator presents
a framework from

which students in future programs in humanistic educational
leadership

may begin their own explorations.

Recommendations for a Humanistic Educational
Leadership Training Program

'This program was conceptualized specifically to fit into the larger

framework of the university structure, although the investigator feels
that leadership training of any kind can often be best accomplished out-

side the formal academic institutions.

Ideally, the university would

be flexible enough to allow such a program to exist, but if not, the pro-

gram could be done by students working together concurrent with their
formal academic program (as occurred in REL)

The program would be most effective in an environment which was
congruent with the goals of the program (i.e., humanistic).

Maslow sees

the achievement of this congruence as difficult to achieve in our

.
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society, and states that:
the

t 35 *--

'^coming part of the

" eCessar >- part, a
sine qua
fn
think
is difficult to under-

non part
part, tM,"?
this I
stand in the culture which
cuts these things
S dlchotomies out of
them (mLiow,
196 S p i23)*

The investigator has
attempted to outiine a program
which can provide
congruence between the student's
task (ieaming) and his/her
being, regardless of the organizational
environment in which the student
finds
him/her self. This program is
described as follows, using the
original
REL structure of Assumptions,
Characteristics and Elements as a frame-

work
As sumptions

.

The program assumptions which
follow provide the

philosophical base for the program
goals.

The goals are:

(1)

to de-

velop Humanistic Educational Leaders
(defined as "fully functioning"

people [Rogers, 1969]) and

(2)

by utilizing a philosophy of learning

which emphasizes man's humanness

(a

Pattern B [Argyris, 1969] approach).

The assumptions are divided into two
categories which reflect the goals
as stated.
(1)

Humanistic Educational Leaders must be or be
in the process of

becoming fully functioning persons.
The "fully functioning person" would be the
best kind of leader
(administrator) to harness the resources necessary for
the variety of

contingencies facing education now and in the future.

The original as-

sumptions of the REL program could all be placed under this
heading,
since the fully functioning person must indeed

oriented,

(2)

(1)

be growth and change

operate from a framework (humanistic),

(3)

have technical

.
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skills,

(4)

have interpersonal skills,

directed, and

(6)

(5)

be self-motivated and self-

have emotional freedom.

The program as outlined aims to develop the whole
person--not simply someone informed from the neck
up, but someone who exists in a significant relationship to others and to himself. He will not
become simply a wooden technician, an outcome all
too evident in many of the graduate programs in
science, but an outcome especially tragic in the
behavioral sciences (Rogers, 1969, p. 201).
To develop Humanistic Educational Leaders, we must utilize a

(2)

Pattern

B

philosophy of learning.

A program designed to develop humanistic educational leaders must

utilize means which are consistent with their ends (i.e., create open,
trusting environments if they intend to produce open, trusting leaders)
A Pattern B (Argyris, 1969) philosophy of learning would be based on:
(a)

student responsibility,

(b)

self-awareness and growth and

(c)

synergy.
(a)

Student responsibility.

Responsibility for his/her own lear-

ning will probably make most of the student's learning

intrinsic

to students
(Maslow's, 1971, term for learning which is most valuable

because it is based on their own needs).

This responsibility leads to a

is
discovery process which is vital to real learning--this

a

premice

working with children, but
readily agreed upon by educators in terms of

knowledge of learning theory
there has been a reluctance to apply this
graduate programs of specialized
to higher education, especially in
areas such as administration.

The importance of student involvement

m

their education is emphasized by
the process as well as the content of

the Adult Education as follows:
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Participation by trainees in their own
training
is a key means toward ego-involvement
.. .the
learner must participate actively in
the learning
process. .must share in planning, in
carrying out
and
evaluating the training program (AEA,
1965
.

m

p.
(b)

15).

Self-awareness and growth.

Individuals must become self-

aware and grow themselves (be involved in
the growth process) before

they can help others grow.

The importance of the psychological health

of the leader cannot be overemphasized.

If we look at our present so-

ciety we see the results of "unhealthy" leadership
(paranoia, repression,
etc.).

Max Lerner (1957) and Maslow (1971) emphasize the
importance of

self study and its relationships to broader human
understanding:

"What

is needed... is a humanist and philosophical approach
that will let the

student discover the setting of his particular fact in the larger
context of life (Lerner, 1957, p. 743)."

By learning about himself, man

also finds his relationship to all other human beings.

"Discovering

your specieshood, at a deep enough level merges with discovery of your
selfhood, becoming (learning to be) fully human means both enterprises

carried out simultaneously (Maslow, 1971, p. 187)."
(c)

Synergy.

If a program is to be effective in creating human-

istic educational leaders, they must experience the synergistic process.
By experiencing the synergistic process, described by Ruth Benedict (1970)
as a condition "where any act or skill that advantages the individual at

the same time advantages the group (and vice versa)
p.

(Benedict, 1970,

54)" we can then learn to create it in our society.

The REL Group

experience has indicated this is possible and that indeed we can work
toward synergy in our groups, institution and society.

Another way of

:

.
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looking at synergy is that it
is similar to the congruence
discussed by
Argyris (1957) where the values
of the individual and the
organization
are shared and there is a
minimum of dissonance.
Ch aracteristics

.

The humanistic educational
leader cannot be "pro-

duced;" such a person can only be
given the opportunity to develop
into
a fully functioning person by
creating a Pattern B (Argyris,
1969) environment.

This environment would resemble what
Maslow describes as

follows
The ideal college would be a kind of
educational
retreat in which you could try to find
yourself, find out
what you like and want, what you are
and are not good
at... The chief goals .. .would be the
discovery of
identity and with it the discovery of vocation
(Maslow,

1971, p.

183)

This new environment would be flexible and
constantly changing to meet
students' needs, but basically it would have the
following character-

istics

:

(1)

Support.

This is perhaps the most important characteristic be-

cause unless the student feels that those around him/her
will support
him/her, his/her willingness to take risks and try new behaviors
(3)
will be
less.

A warm, open and trusting group of peers

(

a "home base")

is

vital for individual exploration and experimentation.
(2)

Freedom.

This means freedom from concerns about meeting

basic needs, in order to feel secure enough to look for, see and try new
alternatives.

It also means freedom to fail,

to be able to take risks,

to take responsibility for the risks and to learn from them.

Self-selection.

Only students willing to take responsibility

for themselves and who are eager to explore and take risks would choose

.
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such an amorphous and
unpredictable program.

Some may feel that they

want this kind of program, but
after experiencing it may
find that they
are more suited to the
traditional structure (it is
hard for many people
to unlearn 16+ years of
education)
(4)

Self-direction.

Since the program is based on
meeting indi-

vidual needs, it is crucial that
students become self-aware and
begin to
rely on their senses and instincts.
Students must discover directions
which are personally rewarding instead
of passively accepting the demands
(curriculum) and rewards (grades) of the
institutions. The humanistic

educational leader must learn to chart
his own course on the basis of
the best advice he/she can get and
have the confidence to chart unpopular courses when necessary.
(5)

Learning experiences.

Education that is based on compartmental-

lzation and fragmentation cannot be used to
create
(6)
for developing fully functioning people.

a learning

environment

They must have a vast number of

exciting, stimulating, thought-provoking resources
available to them when

these resources are needed.

They must be allowed to choose from many al-

ternatives and to be able to integrate these experiences
on the basis of
their own needs.

Self-evaluation.

It is crucial that a

humanistic educational

leader learn to evaluate him/her self and his/her efforts.

The student

must learn to distinguish the real from the unreal, the relevant from
the irrelevant, the absurd from the accepted and be able to make appro-

priate choices based on his/her own instincts.

These skills can be

developed by students by learning to rely on their own self-evaluation
skills and capacity, using outside feedback in combination with, but not

*
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to the exclusion of their own insights.

—

entS

>

The onl y element essential to this
program is the peer

task/maintenance group.

Students would be randomly assigned to
groups

(not more than ten people in a group)
as they began their formal academic

program and would remain in these groups until
graduation
beyond)

.

(and hopefully

The peer task/maintenance groups could be formed
with students

alone or with faculty members who shared the
values and goals of humanistic educational leadership.

home base,

(2)

feedback and

(3)

This kind of group would provide:

(1)

a

a laboratory for developing group and in-

terpersonal skills.
Initially, the group could utilize a group model with an
outside

facilitator.

As the group began to develop, members could begin to take

more responsibility for the process.
(e.g., internships,

It is vital to balance the task

studying theory, problem solving) and maintenance

functions (e.g., caring and sharing), for it is in the blending of living
and learning that people can develop to their full human potential.

Rogers describes the benefits of such a program as follows:
The program permits the student to become a fully
professional person.. not at some future date, after
he has received his degree, but during every day
and year of his graduate work. He is learning by
being and doing, and for me this constitutes the
best type of learning (Rogers, 1969, p. 202).
We can no longer view education as a terminal process and must de-

velop mechanisms for continual support and self-renewal.

In addition

to functioning during the student’s formal education, the peer task/

maintenance group is designed to continue to operate as
network.

a

post-graduate

This is a vital part of the program, since it is after gradu-

.

.
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ation that the humanistic leader
is really put to the test.
The fundamental concept of the
program recommended above could
be
simply summarized as follows: TO
DEVELOP HUMANISTIC EDUCATIONAL

LEADERS YOU MUST CREATE A HUMANISTIC
TRAINING ENVIRONMENT.

It would

seem that this would be an easy concept
to understand and to implement.

The investigator is convinced, however,
that it is often the most fundamental concepts which are the most difficult
to operationalize.

It is

easier to develop complex programs which
become obscured by rhetoric and

structure than it is to develop a program
which can clearly state and
outline methods for providing opportunities for man
to become more fully
human
There are no short cuts to the process of becoming
more fully human.
The program outlined above is simple, but the process
behind these words
is a long and difficult one,

group.

as indicated by the experience of the REL

Although the REL group was able to conceptualize

a

training pro-

gram for training humanistic educational leaders in their first month
together, the process of operationalizing that program still continues
(three years later)

...our emphasis is on process... we move in a spiral
of conceptualization, implementation, evaluation,
modification, phase out, conceptualization and so
on.
Our process does not mean never finishing anything,
but it does mean never being finished (REL, 1969(c),
p.

122).

So much of what we have learned must be unlearned before we can be-

gin to change our behaviors and tap our potential for humanness.

This

process is a slow and often painful one, based on self-awareness, risktaking and growth.

The case of the REL group can provide some insight
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into the dynamics of this process,
but each group and each individual

must experience it for themselves and
there can be no certainty that the
results will be the same or even similar
to those described in this
study.

The investigator feels that the program
outlined in this paper and
the philosophy behind it can act as a guide
for creating a process for
the development of humanistic educational leaders—
leaders who can then

begin to create a more humane society.

:
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VITAE
Richard Eugene Andre, Ed.D.
Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciasis
Sao Jose dos Campos, Estado de Sao Paulo,
Brasil
Bate of Birth - September 26, 1944
Place of Birth - Chicago, Illinois
Marital Status- Married with one child

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND DEGREES
1971- Doctorate in Education - School of Education,
University of
Massachusetts - areas of study; Creativity, Administration,
Group dynamics, Communications, Decision Making, Values,
Human
resource utilization, Media, Change Theory, and Research
methods.
Title of Dissertation - "Responsitivity The Evolution of
Creative
Synthesis"
1970 Participant
H.E.W. National Institute on Educational Evaluation
and Decision Making
Durham, New Hamshire.
1969- Participant, staff, Institute on Man and Science - Summer
Program
on "The Human Situation, 1969 ", Rennsselaerville New York.
9/68- Extension study and research in Sociological Considerations
5/69 related to Science and Technology.
9/62- Undergraduate study at Chaffey Junior College, Alta Loma Calif.;
12/67 California State Polytechnic College, San Luis Obispo and Pomona
campuses. Areas of study; Architectural design, structural
engineering, landscape architecture and Urban Planning, B.S. in
Environmental Design.
PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSITION
Presently serving as an educational consultant to the Instituto
de Pesquisas Espaciais on Project Saci. My capacities have been those
of professor and lecturer for courses and seminars as well as coordinator of four television and radio subject areas.
Also responsible
for initiating and co-authoring a proposal to develop a graduate level
off-campus program in educational communications between the University
of Massachusetts and INPE.
PREVIOUS PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES
Educational Consultant to:
1) Mitre Corporation - assisted in the development and presentation of a proposal to utilize individualized television instruction and monitoring in conjunction with computer aided instruction.
2) Worcester, Massachusetts Teacher Corps Program - Facilitated a staff development workship in the areas of crative problem solving
self concept, decision making and group dynamics.
Mass. School District - Co-directed an
3) Lincoln-Sudbury
organizational development workshop for the purpose of preparing the
professional personnel of two elementary schools for the initial adoption and incorporation of educational innovations (i.e. differentiated
staffing and team teaching).
4) Peter Noyes Elementary School, Sudbury, Mass. - Developed
program to help staff in problem identification, conflict resolution
,

,

,

,

,

.
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and opening channels of communication.
5) Croton High School, Croton, New York - Facilitated
a creative problem solving skill workshop which generated the
development of
these skills for staff and students.
White House Conference on Children and Youth, December,
6)
1970 - Responsible for the conceptualization and development
of similations and games designed to create awareness of and interest
in the
establishment of alternative forms, processes, and environments on
all
educational levels. The titles of these learning devices were;
"The
Alternative School Design Similation" and "The Alternative School
Strategies Game".
7) Grafic Design, Photography and Media Communications - These
services were rendered to several projects at the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PRIOR TO 1969
Environmental Planner, West Valley Planning Agency, City of
Ontario, California. My primary responsibility was the development of
the City of Ontario's first comprehensive community general plan. Also
responsible for assisting in the development of an area wide gneral
plan for San Bernardino County.
Student Professional Planning Assistant, City of West Covina,
and City of Montclair, California. - Served as the aid to planners in
the development and presentation of community studies and plans related
to land use, zoning
open space, community aesthetics and community
,

development
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VITAE
Nicholas F. Boys
Cricket Hill Rd.
Conway, Massachusetts
Date of Birth - April 1, 1943
Marital Status - Single
,

EDUCATION:
1969 " 72

rs 1?

^r
Leadership

f

n
Ford Foundation
Major fields: human development
organizational development
experiential learning
1966-67 Western Michigan University.
M A
in counseling and
personnel services.
1961-65 .We stern Michigan Un iversity,
B.A.
in History
psychology and business administration
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
69 72
Assis tant t0 che Athletic Director,
Amherst College.
co^n of^ varsity uhockey team, with
Co-coach
responsiblity for team development
1970 71 Assistant Watch Officer
(instructor), Hurricane Island
Outward Bound School, Hurricane Island,
Maine.
197 ^“ 71
Area CO-coordinator, Student Affairs
Office, University
of Ma
Massachusetts responsible for the management
and counseling funcions of the Orchard Hill Residential
College Student Affairs office
(housing 1300 undergraduate students),
other related experiences:
Resources for Educational Leadership - a group
of individuals
th ® Un
erslty ° f ^ assac husetts Ford Leadership program
dedicated
to the^ development of human potential".
Group member 1969 to present.
P **? rnin
orksh °P ~ conducted at Coney High School
?"
in Augusta,
Maine.
Plearnmg ^ is a concept utilizing group dynamics to
help
students learn through playing.
Visiting Lecturer, Westover AirForce Base; subject,
Organizational Behavior.
Taught Experimental course entitled "The Residential
College in
Higher Education, for undergraduates at the University of
Mass.
Supervisor of University of Mass, undergraduate teaching
interns
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PRIOR TO 1969:
1968-69 Sales Administration Assistant, American Hospital
Supply
Corporation, Evanston, Illinois- responsible for national coordination
of corporation helath convention schedule, also coordination of
government contracts.
1968
Substitute teacher, Kalamazoo Public Schools, Michigan.
1967
Graduate Assistant, Counseling Center, Western Michigan
University, in counselor training.
1966
Job Corp Foreman, Fort Custer, Battle Cree, Michigan,
responsible for 42 corpsmen, as night supervisor and counselor.
other job experiences
1969
Manager of Musical group "Fairchild", Ann Arbor ,Mich.
1967
Factory worker, Eckrich Meat Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
:

!
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,

.

,

m

'
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.
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VITAE
Lyman B. Brainerd, Jr.
125 Red Gate Lane, Amherst, Massachusetts
Date of Birth - May 17, 1937
Marital Status - Married, two daughters
EDUCATION:
1968-72

University of Massachusetts, Ed. D., major
fieldshuman development, leadership development,
organizational
development
1959-61 Harvard Business School, M.B.A.,
concentration In flnance and human relations.
1955-59 Harvard College, A. B. magna cum laude.
F.npl i ah
1951-55 Deerfield Academy, cum"Ta^d e:
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
1968-72 School of Education, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
Major positions held:
Special Assistant to the Dean
Staff Associate
Consultant, President's Committee on the Future of the
~
"
University
Editor, School of Education Profile
Associate Director and Program Coordinator, Doctoral
Program in Educational Leadership (funded by the Ford Foundation).
Co-director, undergraduate intern program
1965-68 Dean and English teacher, The MacDuffie School for
Girls, Springfield, Mass.
Duties included primary responsibility for
the boarding department (150 students), counseling, social and
cultural
lives of students, discipline, academic counseling, and college admissions
1961-65 Senior Analyst, Commercial and Industrial Loan Dept.,
Prudential Insurance Company of America. Responsible for all aspects
of long-term lending including acquisition, intermediary relationships,
credit analysis, negotiations, protfolio analysis and supervision.
,

.

.

.
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William R. Idol
Date of Birth - June

VITAE
4,

1938

EDUCATION:
1956-60 Yale University, B. A.
Economics Honors Major
1962-63 Northwestern University, graduate
work in English and
Education.
1969-72 Ford Foundation Fellow, School
of Education, University
1962y
of Massachusetts.
1963POSITIONS HELD:
Gene al Mana § er Speedway Garage, Inc.,
Kenosha, Wis.
^
63
Teacher
of English, Chicago Public Schools
1969- 68 Teacher of English,
Head of English Department, Grade
Head, Coordinator of Media Program, Football coach,
Francis Parker
School,1970Chicago, 111.
1968-69 Teacher of English and Drama, Stowe
School, Stowe, Vt.
70 Supervisor of Student Teachers, University
of Mass.
1970
Area Coordinator (Assistant Dean of Students)
Univ.
of Mass.
71 Graduate Instructor, School of Education,
University of
Mass
1971
Instructor, John F. Kennedy University, Martinez Calif
GRADUATE COURSES TAUGHT:
Introduction to Educational Administration
Educational Team-building
Management by Metaphor
Systematic Thinking in the Behavioral Sciences
Theories of Behavior Change
Special Studies in Psychology
EXAMPLES OF OTHER EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:
Designed and directed a Creative Writing Workshop
Established and directed Summer Drama Workshop
Conceived, organized and implemented the Media Program which
replaced Freshman English at the Parker School
Funded as one of the original designers of the Ford Executive
Leadership Program, University of Mass.
GROUP LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE:
Led continuing team-building groups of residence hall counselors
Led workshops of polarized parents and students during student
strike of 1970
Led problem-solving group using synectics techniques at AntiochPutney Graduate School
Led Gestalt-oriented training sessions for staff of Fremont
Community Drug Council
CONSULT ANTS HI PS:
Brooklyn Career Opportunities Program, media workshop
Center for Leadership and Administration, Univ. of Mass.,
Gestalt-oriented workshop for educational administrators
Goddard College, team-building workshop for faculty and students
,

>

,
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Addiction Services Agency, New York
t>
c
P r °fessional
development workshop
Edwards AirForce Base, Culture-bridging
workshon
increase
community support for base drug abuse
prograli
Awareness House Training Center,
Berkeley Pal
if
tk
Calif.,
Therapeutic
training weekend for counselors
Contra Costa Mental Health raiif
m,.'
f ° r S ° Clal
in group leadership techniques
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES:
Investigation into Human interaction,
Goddard College
Advanced Training and Theory Lab,
NTL
Gestalt Institute of New York, Laura
Peris
Bio-energetics Workshop, Alexander Lowen
Confluent Education Group, UCSB, George
Brown
Gestalt Institute of San Francisco
Psychosynthesis Workshop, Robert and Donna
Gerard
Alternative Views of Schizophrenia, Arthur
and Janica Fox

m

•

’

,•
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VITAE

Michael Lehan
EDUCATION:

Bachelor of Arts, Notre Dame
University 1967
Masters degree, Maxwell School,
Syracuse University 1970
Doctoral candidate, University
of Massachusetts
EXPERIENCE:
the Upward

tion.

&^

C

r;"n'D^

0

SM r

nSelin8

t

Massachusetts Student Council Association,
workshop consultant
Coord inator of Undergraduate
Internship Program in AdministraF ° U" datlon

Massachusett^

School of Education, University
of

PRESENT POSITION:
Special Assistant to the Director of
the Addictive Services
Agency, New York City.
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VITAE

Lynne Y. McCoy
Date of Birth: August 25, 1943
EDUCATION:
C

n

^^

tio nal |Leadershj|p program^ school
^fHEducation^University^of

UniversU^L^tr

1969Pennsylvanians
tat ^University ?

E

tl0n

^

“°"’

G *« g e

Ca ~
*Mass

wishing^'

StUdent PerSOnnel Administration

^

° f ArtS
PROFESS IONAL^EXPERIENCE
present Consultant to:

^tate Univ.

:

pi
England,
,

.

Adult Basic Education Directors of
New

to plan a regional resource center.
.

ntns " usi

i^:::

-

^

Augusta Maine Public Schools

conductpd

0
assist in training staff in
grourprocasrskiurkf usf
tt^apeutic community.
1970Dade County Florida School District to
,
plan and conduct inservice training program.
Lowell, Mass. Model Cities Program, to
design the educational component of the model
cities program.
MITRE
corporation,
development of pro_
_
posal for computer aided instructional program.
71
Area Coordinator - Office of Student Affiars,
University
of Mass., Responsible for administrative and
management fucntions of
a residential college for 1300 students;
provided counseling and other
services for students; staff development for eight
professionals and
fifty students; implemented a collaborative team mangement
approach.
1964Employee Development Specialist, District of Columbia
1969
Dept, of Public Welfare.
Responsible for the administration and
supervision of the Training requirements and administrative staff,
coordinated all inservice training programs.
1966-69 Employee Development Specialist, U.S. Dept, of Health
Education and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, Responsible for
career 1965development and educational counseling program for all employees
coordinated programs for the "disadvantaged".
65 Resident Director, Pennsylvania State Univ., responsible
for counseling, supervision and programing in a dormitory of 250 girls.
TEACHING EXPERIENCE:
1971 - Group Dynamics and Communications Skills, Umiv. of Mass.
1970 - Organizational Behavior ,Westover AirForce Base.
The Residential College in Higher Education, Univ. of Mass.
Supervisor of teaching interns
66 Substitute teacher, Alexandria Virginia public schools.
,

,

.

.
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VITAE

Dorcas S. Miller

EDUCATION:
Smith College, B. A., 1971; in Religion
with a minor in education
Unrversrty of Massachusetts M.Ed.
1972, administration
Mai " e Lab ° rator >' in Leadership
in Higher Education
Summer
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Instructor, Minnesota Outward Bound School,
(1971)
Texas Outward Bound School, (1972)
Member
Resources for Educational Leadership,
Educational
Srai" fUI>ded
F° rd Foundatlon Univ of Mass.
(1969
,

,

’

,

^

to^resent)

^

>

-

Student Internship, Springfield Street Academy.
Group leader, Introductory course in educational
administration.
Assistant to the Editor, School of Education
Profile
Leader Maryland Association of Student Councils
Leadership^
Training Workshops.
Secretarial work, Olsten Services, Baltimore, Md.
Counselor, Summer camp
Tutoring, VISTA training center, Baltimore, Md.
OTHER TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
Study in U.S.S.R., Jan. 1972.
Volunteer, Westfield Detention Center.
Smith College Human Relations Co-ordinating Committee.
National Training Labs Workshop.
Craft work, candles, suede, batik.
Red Cross Water Safety and First Aid Instructor.
Group Dynamics training
CURRENT POSITION:
CO-director of the OMNIBUS program, Falmouth, Mass. - an alternative school involving community based education and high school
dropouts; also program director, responsible for training teachers
and supervising interns working in the school.
.

>

.

_

.
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John S Rhoades
Date of Birth:
October 5, 1942
Marital status: Married

VITAE

.

EDUCATION:
U iversity of Massachusetts,
School of Education
1966-67 M.S.Ed., ^
University of Pennsylvania
1960-66 B. A.
University of Pennsylvanis History
1956-69 St. Mark's School, Mass.
1970OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
1969- Present Ford Foundation Fellow, Ford
Educational Leadership Program, University of Massachusetts,
School of Education.
71
Educational Consultant in Organizational
Development
and creative problem solving to various school
systems.
1971
CO-developed program for training teachers for
using
Outward Bound as a training method.
1971
Organized and coordinated a Teacher Practicum
in conjunction with the Hurrican Island Outward Bound School
and the Univ of
Mass
1970
Special Consultant to the White House Conference
on
Children and Youth, co-designed simulations in alternative
schools.
Sonsultant to the Office of Education's School Personnel
Utilization Program Training Conference/ in-service training
in creative problem sloving and differentiated staffing.
Organized and coordinated teacher's program at Hurricane
Island Outward Bound School. Also acted as instructor.
1969
Supervisor of Student Teachers, University of Mass.
Summer Remedial Tutor
1966-69Teacher, Abington H-gh School, Pennsylvania. World
Civilizations and Humanities grades nine and ten. Designed humanistic
educational program. Coached wrestling and soccer. Large group
specialist
,

,

:

:
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VITAE
William Preston Scheel
Christ Church School, Christchurch,
Virginia
Date of Birth: September 19, 1936
Marital Status: Married, two children
EDUCATION
1971- Ed.D. University of Massachusetts,
maior areas- curriculum
and instruction, educational
administration
i

Environmen t al ^ress

elec ted

S^L**™*™

State College!
N.Div

”

I 959
1
9

®/ A -

^

Seabup^estern Theological Seminary,

“—ratty

ManEato
ILL.

of the South, Sewanee, Tenn.,
in niscory.
History
1954
Shattuck School, Minnesota.
VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCE:
H ea “maste r, Christchurch School,
Christchurch, Va.
Foundation Fellow and National Association
of
t
a
I
II
J°l
Independent Schools Fellow, University of Mass.,
School of Education.
1966-69 Administrative Assistant to the
Headmaster, Shattuck
School, Faribault, Minn. Also served as School
Chaplain and taught
ninth grade history coached football, hockey
and track.
Co-ordinated
the school s counseling programs working on
a regular bais with the
Adolescent Psychiatry Section of the Mayo Clinic.
1964-66 Assistant Rector and Director of
Christian Education
St. David s Parish, Minnetonka, Minn.
1962-64 Vicar, St. Antipas* Church, Redby and
a preaching
station on the Red Lake Indian Reservation in Minn.
1960-62 Co-ordinator of Religious Education, St.
Mark's parish
Evanston, 111.
OTHER. TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE:
1970
Supervising Tester, Stanford Research Insitute.
-

Conducted Value Clarification Workshops.
Consultant to Pirince William County, Va. Schools, inservice program in curriculum development and leadership.
1969-70 Advisory Editor of Education Dept, of T.Y. Crowell
Publishers, N.Y.
1965
President of the West Suburban Ministerial Association.
1963
Founder and first president of the Red Lake PTA.
1962-64 Researcher and adviser to the Gilfillan Center, treatment center for pre-delinquent adolescents.
1960-66 Counselor, resource person and director for camps and
conferences for youths.
1959
Supervisor Boys Detention Home, Toronto, Canada.
1958
Work and travel in Sweden and throughout Europe.
HONORS
Oustanding Young Men In America 1972*
Personalities in the South 1972.
,

,
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GROUPS
PURPOSE
"With all members having their own
hidden agendas to work
on,
there must be some sort of reality
outside the group, some
purpose
over and above the concerns of each
individual to which attention
can
be directed. The objective problem
makes communication possible,
it

gives people something about which to
share feelings, it gives them

a'

focus which is not more favorable toward
one individual than another.

Without it there would be no basis for
differentiating roles, for
settling leadership competition, for organizing
effort.

There would

be no criteria for testing ideas, and the
group would end in nothing
but a series of divisive moves for individual
power."

Groups at Work

.

(

Dynamics of

Thelen, p. 253)

7.

CONCERNING REL: Are we a "group"?
1.

Can our membership be defined?

2.

Do we think of ourselves as constituting a group?
Is

there a sense of shared purpose among members?

4.

Is

there a feeling of greater ease of communications among members?

5.

Do we receive feedback from other members?

6.

Is there an obligation to respond to behavior of others in the group?
'

Do we have explicit performance standards?

8.

Do we have leadership policies and roles? Decision-making processes?

9.

Have we identified individual talents and skills in
(rather than hierarchial) structure?

1-29-70

a

horizontal
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TASK/ RELATIONSHIP

ASSESSMENT

Name
Level

Commune

Love, intimacy

RELATIONSHIPS

Community, trust, security

Sharing, base of operation

-

Acceptance

*

Friendship

.

-

'

-

Contacts

Intellectual forum, feedback

•

Degree

-

Sub-group products

*

Produce "something"

TASKS

'*

Global village task group
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L-Group Evaluation
(1)

I am:

L-G
Ed.D. Candidate

C.A.G.S. Candidate
M.A.T. or M. Ed.
Special Graduate Student
Graduated
Undergraduate
Total
(2)

I am a: Full time student

Part time student
Other
(3)

(4)

The Center to which I have been
admitted through is:
Leadership & Administration
Occupational Education
Non-Center
Not Admitted

TPPC

REL

6
9
5

62

1

2

1

62

9

52
10

7
2

5?
2

9

1

2

I am approximately:

52
2

4

1
1
1

Sociology
Research
Human Relations
Humanistic Education
Higher Education
Non-Center
None of the Above

(6)

w~

I do the major part of my work in:

Leadership & Administration
Occupational Education
Foundations
Psychology Dept.

(5)

(excerpts)

20-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41 -45
45-50
51-55
55- years old

I choose to join the particular L-group
that I am in because:
I was asked by the "Leader"

1
-j

2
2
1
1

1

13

2

1

4

11

3

1

6

5

9

The leaders reputation was

known to me

26

Peers recommendation of leader
Peers recommendation of members

4

6

4

.

.

. .
.

. .

.
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L-G
Other
(7)

17

An L-Group should: (rank order)
Serve as a base for socioemotional support...

Deal with problems facing
members. .

Help members in structuring
programs, comprehensives, etc...

REL
9

3

1

1

2

2

3

leadership and administration,..

5

5

Be a place where members make
contacts for field work, jobs...

6

4

Place to apply theories learned... 4

6

Other

7

Be a place to learn theories of

(8)

7

Hie L-group activities are helpful...

46
not helpful... 9
no response
7

9

in my serving around here.
I initiate activities with L-group members
(9)
outside of L-group... sometimes....
46
always ....
4
never. .
12

(10) I feel that I have added to my theoretical knowledge as a direct result of my
L-group experience. .yes. .
.

no.

7

( 1 1 ) I feel that I have gotten more out of
school because of the people in my L-group.
yes...
. .

no response

9

12

.

no response...

nO.

43

7
2

53
5

9

4

. .

(12) I feel I have gotten more out of
school because of the activities I engage
in while in an L-group... yes...
nO.

16

.

no response.

44

.

2

9

. .

.

(13) I feel good when I meet with my
L-group. .yes.
.

.

no.

.

no response...
(14) I am better able to survive at the
School of Education as a direct result
of the L-group.. yes...
no.

. .

no response...
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WORKING PAPER - September 26,1969
Ihe task of the REL group is to plan a program for the development
of more effective leaders in education.
Ihe program will be designed for full time doctoral students in
limited numbers to be accepted from teaching, school administration,
college administration, business, government, and industry.
Ihe time parameters of the program will be, roughly, three years
and two summers beyond the bachelors degree and two years and two summers
beyond the masters degree.
We shall not be preparing leaders for any specific place in the
educational hierarchy, but rather to exert effective leadership in any
position which can affect education in this country including the schools
colleges, universities, government, and private corporations.
In both the planning and operation of the program we hope to draw
heavily upon the resources outside the School of Education planning group
including the university as a whole, the five colleges, and local, state
and national resources in government, education, and business.

Leadership refers to behavior on the part of one person. The literand
ature of theory, practice, and research in leadership is vast
common
behaviors
no
of
is
set
It seems clear that there
inconclusive.
The most specific and fruitful desto good leaders in all situations.
cription of leadership can be drawn from the observation that:
Different situations require different leadership behavior .
We accept the above as a working definition of leadership and
intend to use it as the basis of the structure of our program. Specifically, the definition implies that:
A leader must have the emotional freedom to choose behavior
1 )
which is appropriate to the "situation".
A leader must have the insight into the human situation in
2)
which he is operating to know what behavior on his part will be most
A leader must be able to understand and use the physical/
legal/technological environment in which he is working.
3)

group
In examining these three areas of "proficiency", the working
the above
has identified three other areas which, although related to
cataseparate
as
with
dealt
be
to
importance
three, are of sufficient
gories:
,
to4 ) The leader of the future must be primarily oriented
must
He
organization.
his
in
and
ward growth and change in himself
chaos are 01 ten
realize that uncertainty, conflict, stress, and even
environment.
an
such
in
home"
prerequisites of growth. He is "at
a philosopny
vision,
a
from
works
The leader continually
5)
be.
should
process
the living-learning-teaching
of what life
self-directed.
and
The leader is self-motivated
6)
.

.

,

,

,

^

—

—

other characteristics of
We have come to general agreement on some

the program*
'

'

A)

and grow
We must build a program which can change

m
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response to the changing needs of the participants,
and changes
in the
&
relevant environment.
program must respond to the individual needs
of each
participant
it must give him what he wants when he wants
it.
C)
The program must be based on the concept of
"learning
experiences" rather than the traditional course structure.
People^have
different learning needs, modes, and rates, and only rarely
does a
course optimally meet all the considerations for each of
its participants.
D)
The program must make optimum use of the resources
available to it.
Of nearly equal significance to what is learned is how
E)
it
is learned.
Learning takes place along a continuum of physical, emotional^ and intellectual involvement ranging from most involved, which we
dsfine as experiential, to least involved, which we define as theoretical.
Our bias is toward experiential learning in most situations, although
there are so many exceptions (based on efficiency and nature of content,
for example) that we have agreed only that it is important for the
student to choose and keep track of how he learns, as well as, what he
learns.
F)
Only the individual student can best decide what he needs
to learn and whether he has learned it.
To help him with these decisions
our program must provide him with a structure whereby he can himself
chart and evaluate his own progress toward the goals he has set.
.

—

In the next section we are proposing a structure for the program
which, we feel fulfills the requirements which we have set for it above.
The four basic structural and evaluative tools in the program will be:
Tne personal matrix
1 .
The portfolio
2.
the advising system
3.
resource offerings
4.
Personal Matrix
1 .
Each student will work from a personal matrix which, in its most
simplified form, will look like this:

EXPERIENTIAL

SIMULATED

VICARIOUS

THEORETICAL

SELF
OTHERS
TOOLS

CHANGE
WELTANSCHAUUNG
The five entries on the left correspond to the five principal tenets
The sixth, self-determination and motivation permeates
listed previously.
decisions, including the decision to do nothing,
all
that
the program in
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will be made by the participant.

The entire matrix structure will he
PUt
Zed ‘
aCh entry on the left hand side
wiH have more specific
snh ' eR t?
~i?
rl
'
7ae 0 °mPut ®r will report experiences
available in »ach of
°f
th
J
the sub-oatagones
by level of involvement, together
with an evaluation
of the experiences made by others who
have taken it-or the particpmt
hlS adVis0 -"’ deolde
a new experience which
would then be logged in the computer and
evaluated for others. The computer would then, at any time, be able to report
to the participant the
a ea of experience he had undertaken and his
evaluation of it. * It thus
erv
a
a ”a P to show him whe re he is going and
where he has been.
^f !,
^

»

pie initial framework selected to help organize
the vast number of
experiences into personally useful as well as sharable
information was
the portfolio.
Personal experience record sheets will be kept in
each
individual portfolio.
The personal experience record sheets contain
information which correlates to the catagories found on the
matrix
The Advisor7/ System
3*
/vhile the program will not be directive, we do feel
a responsibility
to provide an advisory role. We will accomplish this in
part through the
matrix but mostly through the use of an advisory system. This advisory
system will consist Ox two components. The first is a group dynamics
structure which will: i) establish an individually supportive "home
base"
in the midst of the depersonalized institutional structure of the
univer-

sity.

2) provide the personal feedback necessary for
self awareness and self direction.
3) provide a basic introduction to interpersonal
relations and the techniques of group leadership.
Although we feel that the group structure will be the most important part of the advisory system, we realize that each individual will
have his own need for specific kinds of input. Students vail be encouraged to develop dyadic relationships with faculty members that will fullfill these needs whether they be for information or for general counsel,
Resource Offerings
4.
The core of the program consists of a wide variety of resource
offerings designed to stimulate growth, awareness, competence, and
confidence.
These will be subdivided roughly into four categories:
experiential, simulation, vicarous, and theoretical.
The trainee will
select from the data bank those resource offerings which he feels will
meet his needs in terms of the type of experience, its duration, and the
intensity of effort required.
The concept of resource offerings departs from the traditional modes
of instruction (i.e.. courses in administrative leadership) because of
fundamental convictions we hold about leadership training. This program
is designed to train active functioning leaders, not experts in the
theories of leadership. We cannot reasonably expect a leader to function
effectively if the first opportunity to exercise his skills occurs after
completion of his training. He must be allowed the opportunity to test
himself, his skills, and his beliefs, evaluate his performance, and if
need be, to modify certain aspects of his behavior so as to perform
more effectively in the future. . Such a process can occur best in a

-
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real -life situation in which the conditions under which
decisions are
often made (i.e. stress, public pressure, lack of information,
et.) are
present.
We realize, of course, that not all trainees will be sufficiently
prepared to meet these challenges right away. Thus included in the
program s offerings will be theoretical resources designed to broaden
the trainees knowledge of the field, the latest in simulation and gamii^
techniques to ease the transition to real-life situations, and the order
ing of certain groups of experiences into "sets" of increasing complexity
of judgement in order to build the trainee's self-confidence."
Our definition of resources extends to include people in various
related fields who can make valid contributions to the trainee's growth.
It is quite possible that two hours spent with a high school administrator who is the midst of a community controversy over Siddartha and
Catcher in the Rye may be more meaningful to the trainee than a semesta*
course in school law.
This does not mean that the trainee cannot choose
such a course if he wants to this opportunity is built into the program
as well.
Thus the learning modes are truly individualized, based upon the
conviction that the trainee must be allowed complete freedom of choice
in directing his own education and that when a person takes upon himself the responsibility for the direction and intensity of his studies,
his potential for growth and self-direction will increase measurably.

—

INPUT:
Underlying the leadership training program is the fundamental assumption that many educational administrators have failed in some or
many of the aspects of their roles. To develop more effective leaders,
we will, through the advisory process, encourage trainees to examine the
nature of leadership by providing examples of as many types and styles of
Because we feel strongly that educators when grouped
leaders as possible.
solely with other educators tend to exhibit symptoms of insularity and
"tunnel vision", we will use as part of our input leaders outside the
These people will form a ten-member group known as
field of education.
responsibility lies in planning, supervision,
whose
Program Associates
The
and evaluation of the resources that the program will provide.
skills
and
knowledge
leadership
Program Associates constitute a pool of
community
and
politics,
drawn from the fields of education, business,
relations.
In addition, our preliminary grant provides funds for the services
of professional consultants in the fields of management, personnel adminThese people and
istration, human relations, and computer science.
services, the Program Associates, plus allied personnel from the School
of Education will combine to form a unique combination of talents and
experiences designed to give the trainee a wide variety o± resource
options and learning modes from which to choose. With such and varied
input, organized and coordinated by the computer, we feel we can offer
the leadership trainee a unique opportunity for study and personal
growth in whatever direction his inclinations lead him.

LEADERSHIP QUALITIES:
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by

The program we intend to develop
and pursue will hp characterized
+
•

h'

a series of experiences that
involve the

111

prooessTSS-anal^iL”

•.

,

req “lred t0 “ tilize a ersonal
P

"

*^le individual who involves himself in
the experience to be offered
within the program will, hopefully, acquire a fervent desire
to be continuously involved in situations of personal search and growth.
#

More
simply, he will desire to be forever becoming. .never stagnant
or set.
In order to foster the development of such a person we have intuitively
perceived the following qualities or attributes to be those of an effective leader:
1.
Maturity - emotionally capable of, and flexible in the
selection of appropriate patterns of behavior for himself.
2.
Effective and proved resonsiveness in his ability to
communicate, attend to and motivate other people at all levels of human
organization.
Professional competence - be equipped and proficient with
3.
the functional resources necessary to assure effective and rational
decision-making.
4.
Be oreinted toward perception and reception in concerns
dealing with change in himself, others, and the organizations and
systems aroung him.
Holistic perception as a basis for a personal philosophy.
5.
.

DEALING WITH THE REAL WORLD:
We assume that this program will differ from other programs of
leadership, and therefore will encounter resistance from establishment
institutions and individuals, both during the process of development of
the program and after graduation when the program members will be in the
field.
Therefore we will act toward the established institutions and
institutionalized individuals in accordance with our basic principles
of human relations.
In recognizing that authorities are controlled by individuls who
are human and have human reactions and therefore must be approached in
human ways, recognizing assets and limitations of fellow leaders and
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others is vital to the process of change
Nf»ar>lv
±
institutions
are
political in some way, therefore i“is ol soeo^ ?
stand the political system and the
poli?ioiS (SpeSSwi?
a
e PUb 1
cducati °"^
1118 leader must express
his confidence^
depth
denth of k
a
knowledge
as well as conviction to everyone
involved if he is
•

uS'

i'

P

e

e

U

are use?ui and in fa=? necessary
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“
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FROM THE PORTFOLIO OF NICHOLAS
BOYS

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE RECORD

Date:

Experience category:
_x_
self
others
tools
change
world view

Experience title:

Friday, October 10

Level of involvement:
theoretical
2L
simulated
experiential
_j

Interview with Don Carew

Time/Travel/Cost expended
Organization or sponsor
Name of contact

Time

-

1

T opic:

"Student Affairs"

hour, no cost, no travel

Office of Student Affairs

-

U.Mass.

Don Carew

Address and phone

Office of Student Affairs

-

U.Mass. 415-545-2 192

Expectations of Experience
Since I have been interested in following
up on my counseling background during my stay at U.Mass., I made an appointment with Don Carew to inquire about the different aspects of "student affairs" as a field.
I
anticipated a description of the S.A. office
at U.Mass. as I know that different schools approach this area in different ways
:

Summary of Experience
Don gave me his_ view of what the student affairs
area meant to him. He feels that there are two aspects which can be divided into the categories "administration" and "human affairs." The
first deals with administrative functions and skills and the latter with
the student as an individual, as a group member (dormitory living) and
as a member of the overall school community.
:

Evaluation Don's analysis of Student Affairs appears to be a valid one
for the University of Massachusetts.
I feel that his views are meaningful to me because of his interest in the humanistic end of Student
Affairs. He gave me some leads as to how to pursue my counseling interests at U.Mass. as well as some interesting comments on a vocational
area that interests me.
:

Recommendations
Don Carew is an expert on the topic of group process
and encounter groups.
He is a facilitator at the National Training
Laboratories. He is an excellent source for either one of the areas
that he is involved in.
:
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Po st-Graduate Network extension of the Ford
educational leadership
program

Improved leadership behavior cannot
be maintained
without social reinforcement. Plans
for such reinforcement should be built into the
training

program.

^7 7

"1

throughout their program, been concerned
with
the miestiL
deve lo :Lns mec ^ anisras to insure
reinforcement for its
P
Urinate!
graduates.
At a workshop in April, 1972, the
group addressed the issue
signing a post graduate network for
themselves (and to provide
guidelines for others interested in developing
their own networks).
One of the key elements of the EEL program
has been its use of the
group process model to provide for feedback and
support for its members.
This mechanism (group structure), although
harder to sustain with individuals spread far apart geographically, was still
felt to be the best
vehicle to meet the needs of the group members.
In developing plans for their own network REL members
asked themselves a series of questions.
These questions can, hopefully, be used
by other groups to determine their specific needs and
plan for their own
specific design.
It should be stressed that at the core of the network
concept is a strong interpersonal foundation which the REL
group established during its two years together at the University of Massachusetts
and
without this groups may find it more difficult to develop a viable
network.
following are the general questions and REL's specific answers
to them:
Do we need or want a network ? Why ?
1 .
Yes, the network can provide the support and feedback
which is important to each of us as we attempt to deal with the complexities in our lives, our families and our work. The network can give us
a base of operations and a feeling of connection with others who have
similar goals and values.
1

2.

•

^

.

What kind of commitment are we

’twilling to

make to support

the network ?
In summary, the group members were willing to commit some
money, time and energy.
The amounts varied from individual to individui
but a minimum operating level was established, (i.e. $5.00 for communications)

How important is it for us to meet (physically )
Getting together, at least once a year, will give people
something to look forward to and will provide incentive for written
communications to be kept up during the year. Everyone agreed that
being together does something (not sure what exactly) that is vital to
the group’s ability to recharge its energy.
3*
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How often and where will we meet ?
Once a year.
Next spring we will meet at Christchurch
School since Bill Scheel will be there for sure. Each year we will
establish a new location.

What will the yearly meetings be like ?
At he April workshop we included wives and children of REL
members and decided that "family" meetings should be continued. A biproduct of this is that wives receive needed support too and feel more
integrated into the group. Time will be set aside for individuals to
make formal presentations to the group, as well as, informal sharing
time.
It is important to be flexible and this can be modified anytime.
5.

How can we keep in contact between meetings ?
A newsletter to be coordinated by Bill Idol will be the
main vehicle for communications. Ideally it will be published every two
months and will have contributions direct from each member. In additicn
it is assumed that individuals will continue their personal correspondences.
6.

,

7.

10.

In what ways can we help each other (what will the networkdo)?
b.
psychological support
emotional release
a.
friendship
personal feedback
c.
d.
placement office
f.
working teams (resources)
e.
bounce ideas off each other-experiment and explore
g.
h. . incorporation - base for consulting
synergy - group strength
i.
vicarious experience - continued learning opportunities..
j.

How can we get helo when we need it ?
Because of the problems of distance and communications,
have to take responsiblity for asking for help, clearly.
will
individuals
8.

Can our membership be flexible, can we grow ?
Yes, although we have been through a great deal together
we look forward to new ideas, new members, new horizons. At the workshop Bill Kraus became our first new member.
9.

- each other ?
really wanted
what
we
that
us
of
all
for
It became clear
can be ourwe
where
are,
we
who
for
was a place where we are accepted
and...
humanity
our
acknowledge
to
selves.. What is crucial for us is
human.
being
on
insist
to
confusion,
"continue to struggle through our

What do we really want from the network

^Training

2-The

P.56.

Group Leaders

,

Adult Education Association of U.S.A. Washington

Books, N.Y., 196?,
Politics of Experience, R.D. Laing; Ballantine

